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Zusammenfassung

Wir untersuchen die Reduzierte-Basis-Methode (RB-Methode) für eine semi-
lineare, nichtglatte, parameterabhängige, elliptische PDE mit einem maxi-
mums Term, sie sog. max-PDE. Dabei zeigen wir zunächst die Existenz und
Eindeutigkeit von Lösungen unter Verwendung der Theorie monotoner Op-
eratoren, sowie die Lipschitz Stetigkeit und Kompaktheit des Lösungsopera-
tors. Darauf aufbauend werden ein Greedy-RB-Verfahren eingeführt, dessen
Konvergenzverhalten untersucht sowie Fehlerabschätzungen und a posteri-
ori Fehlerschätzer eingeführt. Zum Lösen der nichtlinearen Gleichung auf
Finite-Elemente- (FE) und RB-Level kommt ein semiglattes Newton Ver-
fahren zum Einsatz. Es wird in die nötige Theorie der Subdifferentiale und
Semiglattheit eingeführt und anschließend lokal quadratische Konvergenz des
semiglatten Newton-Verfahrens für die max-PDE bewiesen. Zusätzlich wird
die Diskrete Empirische Interpolation (DEIM) verwendet, um die Nichtlinear-
ität im RB-System zu approximieren. Als Anwendungsbeispiel werden Opti-
mierungsprobleme untersucht, bei welchen die parameterabhängige max-PDE
als Nebenbedingung auftaucht. Die theoretischen Resultate werden sowohl
für die max-PDE an sich, als auch für die Optimierungsprobleme durch nu-
merische Beispiele bestätigt. Es zeigt sich, dass RB ein geeigneter Ansatz sein
kann, um die max-PDE effizienter zu lösen.

Abstract

We investigate the Reduced Basis (RB) method for a semilinear, non-smooth,
parameter dependent, elliptic PDE with a max-type response term, the so
called max-PDE. Thereby, we first show the existence and uniqueness of so-
lutions to the max-PDE with the help of monotone operator theory, as well
as the Lipschitz continuity and compactness of the solution operator. Based
on that we introduce a RB-greedy method, analyze its convergence behav-
ior, introduce error estimates and an a posteriori error estimator. To solve
the nonlinear equation on Finite Element (FE) and RB-level, a semismooth
Newton method is used. The necessary theory on subdifferentials and semis-
moothness is introduced and subsequently locally quadratic convergence of
the semismooth Newton method for the max-PDE is shown. Additionally,
the Discrete Empirical Interpolation method (DEIM) is used to approximate
the nonlinearity in the RB-system. As application optimization problems con-
strained by the parameter dependent max-PDE are analyzed. The theoretical
results are verified through numerical examples for both the max-PDE itself
and the optimization problems. It becomes apparent that RB can be a suitable
approach to solve the max-PDE more efficient.
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1 Introduction

Partial differential equations (PDEs) are used to describe dynamical processes in physics,
economics and biology to name only a few examples. Usually those PDEs depend on
(physical) parameters, e.g. some material dependent coefficients in a heat equation that
describe how heat is transported through the system. Such a system of parameter de-
pendent PDEs will be denoted as µPDEs, where µ represents the parameter. Whenever
the real life application demands the computation of a solution, discretization techniques
are necessary to translate the infinite dimensional PDE into a finite dimensional numer-
ical system of equations. This system can then be solved by a computer. Most classical
discretization schemes such as Finite Elements (FE) and Finite Differences (FD) lead to
sparse, but very high dimensional numerical systems, which can therefore be computa-
tionally expensive to solve.
This can be problematic, e.g. when multiple PDEs have to be solved iteratively for differ-
ent parameters in a multi-query scenario or when only a small amount of computational
power is available, e.g. on a smartphone. One example where multi-query szenarios can
arrise is in a µPDE constrained optimization problem, where µ is also an optimization
parameter. A further example, where it is vital that the numerical system is not too high
dimensional are so called real-time szenarios, where a µPDE has to be solved in real-time
and e.g. a machine reacts depending on the solutions.

One possible approach to overcome those difficulties are so called Reduced Rasis (RB)
methods. The idea is to approximate the high dimensional, e.g. FE-system with a lower
dimensional, non-sparse RB-system on a given parameter space in the so called offline
phase. This offline phase has to be performed only once and returns a reduced basis.
Afterwards the low dimensional RB-system is obtained by projection of the FE-system
with respect to the reduced basis from the offline phase. Then in the online phase for
a given parameter µ only this low dimensional system needs to be solved. For linear
(elliptic) PDEs this technique is a standard procedure and an introduction can be found
in e.g. [11] or [18].

In this work the RB-method will be performed on a elliptic, semilinear µPDE containing
a max operator, the so called max-PDE. Informally the max-PDE reads as

−∇ · (c(µ)∇y) + a(µ) max{0, y} = f(µ).

A detailed introduction will follow at the beginning of the next chapter. The max term in
the PDE is nonlinear and non-smooth, which introduces multiple problems. For example
we cannot use a standard Newton method to solve the system, because the max term is
not differentiable. Also e.g. a new a posteriori error estimator for RB is necesary and
the nonlinearity needs to be approximated to make the online phase independent of the
FE-dimension. To tackle those difficulties is the main subject of this work.
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1.1 Outline

In order to tackle the problems arising in the max-PDE and its FE- and RB-reformulations,
this thesis is structured as follows:

• In the remainder of Chapter 1 some fundamental notations, assumptions and refer-
ences for further details are given.

• Then Chapter 2 properly introduces the max-PDE, shows existence and uniqueness
of solutions and that the corresponding solution operator and its associated solu-
tion manifold is sufficiently regular to allow for a good RB-approximability, i.e. is
Lipschitz continuous and compact.

• Afterwards, in Chapter 3, RB-theory will be introduced in the context of the max-
PDE. This includes a greedy algorithm to identify a reduced basis, an a posteriori
error estimator and the so called Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM).

• It will become clear that we have to solve a nonlinear and non-smooth system of
equations in the FE- or RB-realization of the max-PDE. Thus we will introduce the
concept of semismoothness in Chapter 4, show that the max-PDE is semismooth and
that we can apply a generalization of Newton’s method, the so called semismooth
Newton method, to solve the FE- and RB-system. This method will converge locally
quadratically.

• As an application for the multi-query scenario in which RB is useful, Chapter 5
introduces an optimization problem with respect to the parameter µ in the max-
PDE. The theoretical background is briefly introduced and optimality conditions
are stated, more details can be found in [3].

• Finally numerical results are presented and analyzed in Chapter 6 and a summary
and brief outlook on follow-up questions are given in the final Chapter 7.

• Additionally the appendix contains an auxilliary result on mass lumping for FE
with first order Lagrange elements and a short introduction to Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD) necessary for DEIM.

1.2 Notation

We want to use this section to briefly introduce some notation and definitions that are
essential for this thesis. Since most of this section should be known to the reader, we keep
everything short and give references for further details. There might be some repetition
later on, e.g. we might mention more than once that P ⊂ Rp is compact. This is
intentional in order to repeat the important concepts when necessary.
We denote the spatial dimension of our elliptic PDE with n ∈ N and will assume that
n ≥ 2 in this thesis. The domain of the PDE is denoted as G ⊂ Rn. Here, domain will
be understood as an open and connected set. We will further assume G to be a Lipschitz
domain, this means that the boundary of G, denoted as ∂G, can be locally represented
as graph of a Lipschitz continuous function. See e.g. [8] for more details. Further, we will
denote the dimension of the parameter space P with p ∈ N and always assume P ⊂ Rp

to be a compact set.
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Banach and Hilbert Spaces

We always consider Banach and Hilbert spaces over the real numbers. On a Banach
spaces (X, ‖ · ‖X) the topology is always induced by the norm ‖ · ‖X and on a Hilbert
space (X, 〈·, ·〉X) the norm is always induced by the scalar product 〈·, ·〉X , if not stated
otherwise. For convenience, we will only write, e.g. X is a Banach space, when we
actually mean that (X, ‖ · ‖X) is a Banach space and so on. For two Banach spaces X, Y
we denote by L(X, Y ) all continuous linear mappings from X to Y . For Y = R, we
denote the topological dual space of X as X ′ := L(X,R). For x′ ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X the
dual pairing is defined as 〈x′, x〉X′,X := x′(x). For an operator B ∈ L(X, Y ) we write the
(Banach space) adjoint operator as B′ : Y ′ → X ′.
We will always explicitly state the norm, e.g. for x ∈ Rn we write ‖x‖Rn for the Euclidean
norm. The notation ‖ · ‖ is reserved for the operator norm, e.g. for T ∈ L(X, Y ) with
Banach spaces X, Y , we write

‖T‖ := sup
x∈X\{0}

‖Tx‖Y
‖x‖X

.

We also apply this notation to matrices via the canonical identification of a matrix as
linear mapping. For a symmetric, positive definite matrix A ∈ Rn×n and x ∈ Rn we write

‖x‖A := xTAx = 〈Ax, x〉Rn .

For a coercive, self-adjoint operator A ∈ L(X,X ′) on a Hilbert space X we write

‖x‖A := 〈Ax, x〉X′,X

for x ∈ X.
For a Banach space X and an element x ∈ X, we denote with B(x, r) ⊂ X the ball with
radius r > 0 and center x.

Integration and Function Spaces

For a set G ⊂ Rn, a σ-algebra A on G and Lebesgue measure µ on (G,A), let (G,A, λ)
denote the corresponding measure space. See e.g. [6] for more details. For 1 ≤ q <∞ we
denote with Lq(G;Rn) the space of all measurable functions f from G to Rn for which

‖f‖Lq(G;Rn) :=

∫
G

‖f‖qRndx

 1
q

:=

∫
G

‖f‖qRndλ(x)

 1
q

<∞

holds. Then the standard Lq space is defined as

Lq(G;Rn) := Lq(G;Rn)/N

with N := {f : f = 0 λ-a.e.}. We write Lq(G) := Lq(G;R).

Now let X, Y be Banach spaces and U ⊂ X be open and nonempty and k ∈ N ∪ {0,∞}.
If for f : U → Y the k-th (Fréchet) derivative of f exists for all x ∈ U and is continuous
on U , we call f in U k-times continuously differentiable, or of class Ck(U, Y ).
Now assume that f ∈ Ck(U, Y ) and that all derivatives of f up to order k are continuous
on the closure Ū of U and have bounded continuation, then we call f of class Ck(Ū , Y ).
The space Ck(Ū , Y ) is a Banach space.
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Now let D′(G) be the set of distributions of G and let α ∈ Nn
0 be a multi-index. For

a distribution u ∈ D′(G) and 1 ≤ q < ∞ we write ∂αu ∈ Lq(G) if a function f ∈ Lq(G)
exists with ∂αu = [f ] in D′(G). Here [f ] denotes the regular distribution corresponding
to f . Then for s ∈ N0 we define the Lq-Sobolev space of order s as

W s,q(G) := {u ∈ D′(G) : ∂αu ∈ Lq(G) for 0 ≤ |α| ≤ s} .

The norm on W s,q(G) is chosen as

‖u‖W s,q(G) :=

 ∑
0≤ |α| ≤s

‖∂αu‖qLq(G)

 1
q

.

Equipped with this norm W s,q(G) becomes a Banach space. One might also use weak
derivatives to introduce Sobolev spaces. Furthermore we denote with W s,q

0 (G) the closure
of C∞0 (G) with respect to ‖ · ‖W s,q(G). For q = 2 we write Hs(G) := W s,2(G) and
Hs

0(G) := W s,2
0 (G). Since we have assumed G to be a Lipschitz domain, the trace operator

T : W 1,q → Lq(∂G) is well defined and it holds that

W 1,q
0 (G) =

{
u ∈ W 1,q(G) : Tu = 0 a.e. on ∂G

}
.

Since we will consider an elliptic PDE with zero Dirichlet boundary condition, this moti-
vates the choice W ⊂ H1

0 (G) for the weak formulation of the PDE and throughout this
thesis W will always be a closed subspace of H1

0 (G).
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2 The Max-PDE

In this chapter we will introduce a variational and an operator valued version of the
parameter dependent max-PDE considered in this work. After the problem is stated,
we will show existence and uniqueness of solutions for a fixed parameter µ. This shows
that the problem is well-posed. Moreover we prove that the solution operator is Lipschitz
continuous with respect to the parameter µ. The Lipschitz constant will be independent
of the chosen test space. Furthermore we will show that the solution operator is compact
with respect to the L2-topology. This will give hope to good approximability of the
max-PDE with respect to the parameter space, i.e., the solution manifold is sufficiently
regular.

Problem Formulation

For a bounded Lipschitz domain G ⊂ Rn with n ≥ 2 let max denote the pointwise
evaluation, i.e. max{0, ·} : R → R, x 7→ max{0, x}. We consider the parametrized,
semilinear, elliptic boundary value problem{

−∇ · (c(µ)∇y) + a(µ) max{0, y} = f(µ) in G,
y = 0 on ∂G,

(µBVP)

with a parameter µ ∈ P , P ⊂ Rp compact, p ∈ N the dimension of the parameter space
and functions c : P → R and a : P → R.
We will always deal with a weak version of (µBVP), which in its variational formulation
is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1 (Weak Solution - Variational). For a parameter µ ∈ P, a nonempty,
closed subspace W ⊂ H1

0 (G) and a right-hand side f : P → H−1(G), we call y ∈ W such
that

c(µ)〈∇y,∇ϕ〉L2(G;Rn) + a(µ)〈max{0, y}, ϕ〉L2(G) = 〈f(µ), ϕ〉H−1(G),H1
0 (G) ∀ϕ ∈ W (1)

a weak solution to (µBVP).

The choice W = H1
0 (G) gives the classical weak formulation of (µBVP), but W can also

be, e.g. a finite dimensional Reduced Basis space or Finite Element space as introduced
later. This means that our formulation allows to deal with the applications that we have
in mind all at once.
Note that we will need W to be a reflexive space later on. Since H1

0 (G) is reflexive, we
must assume W to be a closed subspace of H1

0 (G) so that reflexivity is inherited by W .
Since all finite dimensional subspaces are automatically closed, this additional assumption
is trivial for e.g. FE-spaces.
Out of convenience and to allow for easier reading we have omitted some canonical embed-
dings in the definition of a weak solution. But in order to proof existence and uniqueness
of solutions to (1) it is important to work with the precise formulation. That is why we
also introduce an equivalent operator valued formulation of Definition 2.1 including all
embeddings.

Lemma 2.1 (Weak Solution - Operator Valued). For a parameter µ ∈ P, a nonempty,
closed subspace W ⊂ H1

0 (G) and a right-hand side f : P → H−1(G), we define

A(·;µ) : W → W ′,

A(y;µ) := c(µ)idL2(G)′,W ′ ◦ 〈∇y,∇·〉L2(G;Rn) + a(µ)
(
idL2(G)′,W ′ ◦ 〈max{0, y}, ·〉L2(G)

)
.
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Then

A(y;µ) = idH−1(G),W ′ ◦ f(µ) (2)

is equivalent to equation (1).

Proof. Follows by including all canonical embeddings in (1) and then introducing the
operator valued formulation.

2.1 Existence and Uniqueness

First of all we want to show the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the max-PDE as
stated in (1) for any data from Definition 2.1. It turns out that this result is very important
for our work here. In fact, we apply the following theorem for different numerical methods
computing approximated solutions later on.

Theorem 2.1 (Existence and Uniqueness). For µ ∈ P, c(µ) > 0 uniformly bounded away
from 0 and a(µ) ≥ 0 there exists a unique solution to (1).

Since the problem is nonlinear we cannot simply apply the Lax-Milgram lemma (see
e.g. [7]) to the operator valued reformulation from Lemma 2.1, but the idea is to use a
generalization for operators that are monotone. First we will introduce monotone opera-
tors, some basic properties and the main theorem on monotone operators. Afterwards we
will apply this theorem to the max-PDE to show existence and uniqueness of solutions to
the weak formulation.

Definition 2.2 (Monotone Operators). Let V be a Banach space. An operator A : V →
V ′ is called

1. monotone, if for all ϕ, ψ ∈ V

〈A(ϕ)−A(ψ), ϕ− ψ〉V ′,V ≥ 0;

2. strictly monotone, if for all ϕ, ψ ∈ V with ϕ 6= ψ

〈A(ϕ)−A(ψ), ϕ− ψ〉V ′,V > 0;

3. uniformly monotone, if there exists c > 0 such that for all ϕ, ψ ∈ V

〈A(ϕ)−A(ψ), ϕ− ψ〉V ′,V ≥ c‖ϕ− ψ‖2
V .

Definition 2.3 (Coercivity). Let V be a Banach space. An operator A : V → V ′ is called
coercive, if

lim
‖ϕ‖V→∞

〈A(ϕ), ϕ〉V ′,V
‖ϕ‖V

=∞.

Definition 2.4 (Hemicontinuity). Let V be a Banach space. An operator A : V → V ′ is
called hemicontinuous, if for all ϕ, ψ, φ ∈ V the mapping

s 7→ 〈A(ϕ+ sψ), φ〉V ′,V , R→ R

is continuous.
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Lemma 2.2. Let V be a Banach space and A,B : V → V ′ be operators. Then

1. If A is uniformly monotone, A is also coercive.

2. If A is uniformly monotone and B is monotone, then A+B is uniformly monotone.

Proof. 1. For ϕ ∈ V it holds that

〈A(ϕ), ϕ〉V ′,V = 〈A(ϕ)−A(0), ϕ− 0〉V ′,V + 〈A(0), ϕ〉V ′,V
≥ c‖ϕ‖2

V − ‖A(0)‖V ′‖ϕ‖V ,

with c > 0 by the definition of a uniformly monotone operator and the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality. If ‖ϕ‖V > 0 this implies that

〈A(ϕ), ϕ〉V ′,V
‖ϕ‖V

≥ c‖ϕ‖V − ‖A(0)‖V ′ →∞, for ‖ϕ‖X →∞.

2. For ϕ, ψ ∈ V it holds that

〈(A+ B)(ϕ)− (A+ B)(ψ), ϕ− ψ)V ′,V = 〈A(ϕ)−A(ψ), ϕ− ψ〉V ′,V︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥ c‖ϕ−ψ‖2V

+ 〈B(ϕ)− B(ψ), ϕ− ψ〉V ′,V︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥ 0

≥ c‖ϕ− ψ‖2
V

with c > 0. This shows that A+ B is uniformly monotone.

With the help of the previous definitions we can now state the main result on monotone
operators, which is, as already mentioned, analogous to the Lax-Milgram lemma used to
prove existence and uniqueness of solutions to linear elliptic PDEs. For more details on
the linear case and a precise formulation of the Lax-Milgram lemma see e.g. [7].

Theorem 2.2 (Browder and Minty). Let V be a reflexive separable Banach space, let
A : V → V ′ be monotone, hemicontinuous and coercive. Then the equation

A(y) = b (3)

has a solution y ∈ V for every b ∈ V ′. If A is also strictly monotone, then the solution
to (3) is unique and A is bijective.

Proof. See Theorem 10.49 in [20].

Now the idea is to use Lemma 2.1 and show that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are
satisfied to proof Theorem 2.1. To show the monotonicity of the corresponding operator
we need the next lemma.

Lemma 2.3. The operator

F : L2(G)→
(
L2(G)

)′
,

〈F(ϕ), ψ〉L2(G)′,L2(G) := 〈max{0, ϕ}, ψ〉L2(G) ∀ψ ∈ L2(G)

is monotone.
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Proof. For ϕ, ψ ∈ L2(G) we introduce the following partitioning of G:

G+
+ := {x ∈ G : ϕ(x) > 0, ψ(x) > 0 a.e. in G},

G−+ := {x ∈ G : ϕ(x) > 0, ψ(x) ≤ 0 a.e. in G},
G+
− := {x ∈ G : ϕ(x) ≤ 0, ψ(x) > 0 a.e. in G},

G−− := {x ∈ G : ϕ(x) ≤ 0, ψ(x) ≤ 0 a.e. in G}.

Now we can rewrite

〈F(ϕ)−F(ψ), ϕ− ψ〉L2(G)′,L2(G) = 〈max{0, ϕ} −max{0, ψ}, ϕ− ψ〉L2(G)

=

∫
G

(max{0, ϕ} −max{0, ψ})(ϕ− ψ)dx

=

∫
G+

+

(ϕ− ψ)(ϕ− ψ)dx+

∫
G−+

ϕ(ϕ− ψ)dx

+

∫
G+
−

−ψ(ϕ− ψ)dx+

∫
G−−

(0− 0)(ϕ− ψ)dx

≥ −
∫
G−+

ϕψdx−
∫
G+
−

ψϕdx ≥ 0,

where we have omitted the (positive) quadratic terms and used that ϕψ ≤ 0 a.e. in
G−+ ∪G+

−.

Finally we have everything we need to show the existence and uniqueness of solutions to
(1).

Proof of Theorem 2.1. First note thatH1
0 (G) is a reflexive separable Banach space and

since W is a nonempty closed subspace of H1
0 (G) it is also a reflexive separable Banach

space. Now let µ ∈ P . With the help of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 the PDE can be
written as

A(y;µ) = c(µ)idL2(G)′,W ′ ◦ 〈∇y,∇·〉L2(G;Rn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A1(y;µ)

+ a(µ)
(
idL2(G)′,W ′ ◦ F

)
(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸

A2(y;µ)

= idH−1(G),W ′ ◦ f(µ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
b(µ)

.
(4)

1. Uniform monotonicity of A(·;µ):
For the monotonicity we can ignore the canonical embeddings. Now let ϕ, ψ ∈ W , then
we have

〈∇ϕ−∇ψ,∇ϕ−∇ψ〉L2(G;Rn) = ‖∇(ϕ− ψ)‖2
L2(G;Rn) ≥ C‖ϕ− ψ‖2

H1(G),

with C > 0, where we have used the Poincaré inequality (see Lemma 2.5) in the last line.
Since C > 0 this shows that A1(·;µ) is uniformly monotone.
Since a(µ) ≥ 0 Lemma 2.3 implies that A2(·;µ) is monotone. Therefore by Lemma 2.2
A(·;µ) = A1(·;µ)+A2(·;µ) is uniformly monotone as sum of a monotone and a uniformly
monotone operator.
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2. Coercivity of A(·;µ):
This follows from Lemma 2.2 since A(·;µ) is uniformly monotone.

3. Hemicontinuity of A(·;µ):
Since A1(·;µ) and A2(·;µ) are continuous, they are also hemicontinuous. Thus, A(·;µ) is
hemicontinuous.

4. Application of Theorem 2.2:
This shows that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied and therefore there exists
a unique solution to (4). As shown in Lemma 2.1 this is equivalent to the existence of a
unique solution to (1).

This shows existence and uniqueness of solutions to the max-PDE for every µ and there-
fore the corresponding solution operator is well-defined. From now on we will omit the
canonical embeddings most of the time and work with the weak formulation of the max-
PDE.

Definition 2.5 (Solution Operator). We introduce the solution operator to the problem
defined in Definition 2.1 as S : P → W, µ 7→ y(µ) s.t. y(µ) ∈ W solves (1) for parameter
µ ∈ P.

In the RB-therminology the solution manifold also plays an important role as the object
which is approximated. Therefore we introduce it in the following.

Definition 2.6 (Solution Manifold). The solution manifoldM to problem (1) is defined
as

M := {y(µ) ∈ W : y(µ) solves (1) for µ ∈ P} ⊂ W.

This means that the solution manifoldM is exactly the image of the parameter space P
under the solution operator S. The notion “manifold” can be slightly misleading, because
in generalM may not be a manifold in the differential geometrical sense (e.g. not contin-
uous or differentiable). But, as we will see later on, the setM must have some regularity
properties with respect to the parameter µ in order for the RB-approximation to yield
good results.

In most applications and all our numerical examples the right-hand side f of the PDE
(1) is not only an element of H−1(G), but also in L2(G). This gives higher regular-
ity of the solution. For the sake of simplification we formulate this only for the case
W = H1

0 (G). We introduce the function space Y := {y ∈ H1
0 (G) : ∆y ∈ L2(G)}, where

∆ : H1
0 (G) → H−1(G) denotes the distributional Laplacian. Equipped with the scalar

product

〈u, v〉 = 〈∆u,∆v〉L2(G) + 〈u, v〉H1(G), u, v ∈ Y,

the space Y becomes a Hilbert space and we can formulate the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4 (Higher Regularity). Let f : P → L2(G), µ ∈ P and let the assumptions of
Theorem 2.1 be satisfied. Then for the unique solution y ∈ H1

0 (G) to the max-PDE (1)
for parameter µ it holds that y ∈ Y . If additionally ∂G is C1,1 or G is convex and ∂G is
C0,1, then Y is isomorphic to H1

0 (G) ∩H2(G) and thus y ∈ H1
0 (G) ∩H2(G).
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Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the solution y as an element of H1
0 (G) folows from

Theorem 2.1. To show that y ∈ Y we rewrite equation (4) in the notation of the proof of
Theorem 2.1 as

A1(y;µ) = b(µ)−A2(y;µ).

By definition we have A2(y;µ) ∈ L2(G) and by assumption that via embedding b(µ) ∈
L2(G). This implies A1(y;µ) ∈ L2(G). By definition of the distributional Laplacian we
have

A1(y;µ) = c(µ)∆y.

Since W = H1
0 (G) and c(µ) > 0 by assumption this implies that ∆y ∈ L2(G) and thus

y ∈ Y .
Now assume that additionally ∂G is C1,1 orG is convex and ∂G is C0,1 then Y is isomorphic
to H1

0 (G) ∩ H2(G) by the classical regularity theory for the Laplacian (see Lemma 9.17
in [9]).

So far we have shown that a unique solution to the max-PDE exists for any parameter
µ and any closed subspace W ⊂ H1

0 (G) under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. This
means that we may use some discretization scheme such as Finite Elements to calculate
approximated solutions. But to have any chance of getting a theoretical result which
guarantees good RB-approximations, we need further regularity properties of the solution
operator and the corresponding solution manifold. This will be shown in the remainder
of this chapter.

2.2 Lipschitz Continuity and Compactness

We will start with the (global) Lipschitz continuity of the solution operator S and after-
wards turn our attention to its compactness (with respect to the L2-topology). For our
purposes it is important to calculate the Lipschitz constant explicitly. This will allow
us to derive an error bound for the RB-approximation later on. Because of that we will
have to calculate Poincaré constants. For that we use the following version of Poincarés
inequality.

Lemma 2.5 (First Poincaré Inequality). Let G ⊂ Rn be a domain, which is bounded in
one direction. Then there exists CP > 0 such that for all y ∈ H1

0 (G)

‖y‖L2(G) ≤ CP‖∇y‖L2(G;Rn)

holds. Moreover let B ⊂ {1, . . . , n} be nonempty such that G is bounded in xi-direction
for i ∈ B, i.e. there exists bimin, bimax ∈ R with bimin ≤ bimax such that G ⊂ {x ∈ Rn :
bimin ≤ xi ≤ bimax}, then

CP ≤ min
i∈B

(bimax − bimin)

holds.

Proof. Direct consequence of Proposition 16.23 in [6].
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Now we can show

Lemma 2.6. Let W ⊂ H1
0 (G) be nonempty. Let G ⊂ Rn be a Lipschitz domain, P ⊂ Rp

be compact and c, a and f be Lipschitz continuous (in µ). Also let c > 0 be uniformly
bounded away from 0, a ≥ 0 and f(µ) ∈ H−1(G). Then for µ1, µ2 ∈ P with corresponding
solutions y(µ1), y(µ2) ∈ W to (1) it holds that

‖y(µ1)− y(µ2)‖H1(G) ≤
La‖y(µ2)‖L2(G) + Lf + Lc‖∇y(µ2)‖L2(G;Rn)

C
‖µ1 − µ2‖Rp (5)

with La, Lf , Lc being the Lipschitz constants of a, f, c respectively and

C :=
2 max{1, C2

P}
min
µ∈P

c(µ)
, (6)

where CP denotes the Poincare constant of G.

Proof. For brevity we denote y1 := y(µ1), y2 := y(µ2) and L2 is used to denote both L2(G)
and L2(G;Rn) depending on the situation. The same is done for H1(G), etc. Without
loss of generality we assume that ‖y1 − y2‖H1 > 0. If not, the statement is trivial. Then
it holds that

c(µ1)〈∇y1,∇ϕ〉L2 + a(µ1)〈max{0, y1}, ϕ〉L2 = 〈f(µ1), ϕ〉H−1,H1
0
∀ϕ ∈ W,

c(µ2)〈∇y2,∇ϕ〉L2 + a(µ2)〈max{0, y2}, ϕ〉L2 = 〈f(µ2), ϕ〉H−1,H1
0
∀ϕ ∈ W.

For ϕ ∈ W subtracting both equations gives

c(µ1)〈∇y1,∇ϕ〉L2 − c(µ2)〈∇y2,∇ϕ〉L2 + a(µ1)〈max{0, y1}, ϕ〉L2 − a(µ2)〈max{0, y2}, ϕ〉L2

= 〈f(µ1)− f(µ2), ϕ〉H−1,H1
0

⇔ 〈c(µ1)∇y1 − c(µ2)∇y2,∇ϕ〉L2 + a(µ1)〈max{0, y1} −max{0, y2}, ϕ〉L2

+ (a(µ1)− a(µ2))〈max{0, y2}, ϕ〉L2 = 〈f(µ1)− f(µ2), ϕ〉H−1,H1
0
.

Now we use ϕ = y1 − y2 ∈ W . This gives

〈c(µ1)∇y1 − c(µ2)∇y2,∇(y1 − y2)〉L2 + a(µ1)〈max{0, y1} −max{0, y2}, y1 − y2〉L2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥ 0

+ (a(µ1)− a(µ2))〈max{0, y2}, y1 − y2〉L2 = 〈f(µ1)− f(µ2), y1 − y2〉H−1,H1
0
.

Now we use the monotonicity of the max operator (Lemma 2.3) and a ≥ 0 to get

〈c(µ1)∇y1 − c(µ1)∇y2 + c(µ1)∇y2 − c(µ2)∇y2,∇(y1 − y2)〉L2

≤ −(a(µ1)− a(µ2))〈max{0, y2}, y1 − y2〉L2 + 〈f(µ1)− f(µ2), y1 − y2〉H−1,H1
0
.

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives

c(µ1)‖∇(y1 − y2)‖2
L2 ≤ |a(µ1)− a(µ2)|‖max{0, y2}‖L2‖y1 − y2‖L2

+ ‖f(µ1)− f(µ2)‖H−1‖y1 − y2‖H1 + |c(µ1)− c(µ2)|‖∇y2‖L2‖∇(y1 − y2)‖L2 .

Now we rewrite ‖∇(y1−y2)‖2
L2 = 1

2
‖∇(y1−y2)‖2

L2 + 1
2
‖∇(y1−y2)‖2

L2 and use the Poincaré
inequality to get an estimate in H1-norm on the left-hand side

c(µ1)

2
min

{
1,

1

C2
P

}
‖y1 − y2‖2

H1 ≤ |a(µ1)− a(µ2)|‖max{0, y2}‖L2‖y1 − y2‖L2

+ ‖f(µ1)− f(µ2)‖H−1‖y1 − y2‖H1 + |c(µ1)− c(µ2)|‖∇y2‖L2‖∇(y1 − y2)‖L2 .
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Now we use the Lipschitz continuity of a, c and f with respect to the parameter µ with
Lipschitz constants La, Lc and Lf respectively and the estimates ‖y1 − y2‖L2 , ‖∇(y1 −
y2)‖L2 ≤ ‖y1 − y2‖H1 to obtain

c(µ1)

2
min{1, 1

C2
P

}‖y1 − y2‖2
H1 ≤ (La‖y2‖L2 + Lf + Lc‖∇y2‖L2)‖y1 − y2‖H1‖µ1 − µ2‖Rp .

Finally we divide by ‖y1−y2‖H1 and take the minimum over c on the left-hand side. This
concludes the proof.

With the help of the previous lemma we can now show the Lipschitz continuity of the
solution operator.

Theorem 2.3 (Lipschitz Continuity of the Solution Operator). Under the assumptions
of Lemma 2.6 it holds that S ∈ C0,1(P ,W ), i.e. the solution operator to (1) is Lipschitz
continuous. The Lipschitz constant is LS = (La+Lc)K+

Lf
C

with C as defined in equation
(6), K = max

µ∈P
‖f(µ)‖H−1(G) and CP the Poincare constant for G.

Proof. With the notation of the previous lemma it holds that ‖y2‖L2 , ‖∇y2‖L2 ≤ ‖y2‖H1

and we have

‖y2‖2
H1 ≤ 2 max{1, C2

P}‖∇y2‖2
L2 . (7)

If we test (1) for parameter µ2 with ϕ = y2, then we obtain

〈c(µ2)∇y2,∇y2〉L2 + 〈a(µ2) max{0, y2}, y2〉L2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥ 0

= 〈f(µ2), y2〉L2

due to the monotonicity of the max operator. Thus

c(µ)‖∇y2‖2
L2 ≤ 〈f(µ2), y2〉H−1,H1

0
(8)

follows. Now we combine equation (7) and (8). This gives

‖y2‖2
H1 ≤

2 max{1, C2
P}

c(µ2)
〈f(µ2), y2〉H−1,H1

0

≤ C‖f(µ2)‖H−1‖y2‖H1 .

The constant C is defined in equation (6). Without loss of generality we can assume that
‖y2‖H1 > 0 (if not the statement is trivial) and thus

‖y2‖H1 ≤ C‖f(µ2)‖H−1

follows. Since P is compact and f is Lipschitz continuous, K = max
µ∈P
‖f(µ)‖H−1 < ∞

exists. Now we can use equation (5) from Lemma 2.6 and obtain

‖y1 − y2‖H1 ≤ LaCK + Lf + CKLc
C

‖µ1 − µ2‖Rp

or equivalently

‖S(µ1)− S(µ2)‖H1 ≤ LS‖µ1 − µ2‖Rp

with LS = (La + Lc)K +
Lf
C
.
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Remark 2.1. 1. The choice W = H1
0 (G) shows that the solution operator correspond-

ing to the classical weak formulation of the max-PDE (1) is Lipschitz continuous.

2. From a numerical point of view the important case is that also for a finite dimen-
sional subspace W ⊂ H1

0 (G) the Lipschitz continuity of the solution operator holds
and that the Lipschitz constant is independent of the chosen subspace.

3. We can also conclude regularity of the solution manifold M, which is actually a
C0,1-manifold.

In the picture that we have in mind the compactness of the parameter set also implies
some sort of compactness of the solution manifold M (or at least boundedness). The
problem is that even though the parameter set P is compact, since the solution operator
S is nonlinear and maps to an infinite dimensional space, the compactness of M does
not follow immediately. Instead we will use the Lipschitz continuity and a version of the
Rellich-Kondrachov theorem to show compactness. Note that compared to other Sobolev
embedding theorems no regularity assumptions on the boundary are necessary, i.e. ∂G
must not even be Lipschitz for the theorem to hold.

Theorem 2.4 (Rellich-Kondrachov). Let G ⊂ Rn be a bounded domain and 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞.
Then W 1,q

0 (G) ⊂ Lq(G) is compactly embedded.

Proof. See Theorem 1 and the following Remark in Chapter 5.7 in [8].

Corollary 2.1 (Compactness and Boundedness). The solution operator S : P → W is
bounded with respect to the H1-topology and compact with respect to the L2-topology.

Proof. For the compactness we have to show that S is continuous and that the image of
every bounded sequence in P under S has a L2-convergent subsequence. First of all S is
a continuous operator by Theorem 2.3. Now choose a sequence (µn)n∈N ⊂ P , then the
sequence is automatically bounded with bound C > 0, since P is bounded. We fix an
arbitrary µ0 ∈ P . Then for all n ∈ N the Lipschitz continuity of S implies

‖S(µn)‖H1(G) ≤ ‖S(µn)− S(µ0)‖H1(G) + ‖S(µ0)‖H1(G)

≤ LS‖µn − µ0‖Rp + ‖S(µ0)‖H1(G)

≤ LS(‖µn‖Rp + ‖µ0‖Rp) + ‖S(µ0)‖H1(G)

≤ LS(C + ‖µ0‖Rp) + ‖S(µ0)‖H1(G).

Therefore the sequence (S(µn))n∈N ⊂ W (and the operator S) are bounded with respect
to the H1-topology. The embedding idW,H1

0 (G) is continuous and Theorem 2.4 implies that
the embedding idH1

0 (G),L2(G) is compact. Since the composition of a continuous operator
and a compact operator is compact it follows that there exists a convergent subsequence
(idH1

0 (G),L2(G) ◦ idW,H1
0 (G) ◦S(µnk))k∈N ⊂ L2(G). This shows that S is compact with respect

to the L2-topology.

Remark 2.2. This especialy implies that the solution manifoldM is compact with respect
to the L2-topology.

This finishes the analysis of the max-PDE. We have shown all the ingredients, which will
turn out to be necessary for good RB-approximability in the next chapter.
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3 Reduced Basis Method

Now that the analysis of the max-PDE is finished we will focus on introducing the RB-
method in detail. Here we restrict ourselves to the max-PDE, but the general idea of RB
can be easily applied to other (elliptic) PDEs without modification. We assume that the
assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are always satisfied.
The overall aim of employing RB-approaches to numerically solve PDEs is to speed-up
computational time whilst still preserving sufficient accuracy. We assume to be able to
approximate the analytical solution ((1) with W = H1

0 (G)) arbitrarily well using FE-
functions and will therefore work with the FE-approximations ((1) with W = V h gen-
erated from e.g. piecewise linear Finite Elements) in the following error analysis. We
denote an FE-solution for parameter µ ∈ P as y(µ).

Then in an offline phase the parameter space P is discretized by means of a finite dimen-
sional training set Strain, e.g. we could use the intersection of P and some equidistant grid.
On this set we want to iteratively minimize an error indicator of the RB-approximation’s
solution and the FE-solution up to a given tolerance εtol. This error indicator should
tell us how good our approximation is. The solution yn(µ) of the RB approximation in
iteration n ∈ N for parameter µ is the solution to equation (1) with V n, where V n rep-
resents the RB-space in iteration n. In each iteration the FE-solution corresponding to
the parameter with the largest error indicator ∆(V n, µ) is added to the RB-space. This
procedure is summarized in the following algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Greedy RB-Method
Require: Discrete training set of parameters Strain ⊂ P , error tolerance εtol > 0
Return : RB-space V l, RB-basis Ψl

1 V 0 := {0}, S0 := ∅, Ψ0 := ∅, n = 0;
2 while εn := max

µ∈Strain
∆(V n, µ) > εtol do

3 Set µn+1 ∈ arg max
µ∈Strain

∆(V n, µ);

4 Set Sn+1 = Sn ∪ {µn+1} and ψn+1 = y (µn+1);
5 Perform Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization of ψn+1 against Ψn;
6 Set Ψn+1 = Ψn ∪ {ψn+1};
7 Set V n+1 = V n ⊕ span (ψn+1) and n = n+ 1;
8 end
9 Set l = n+ 1;

Compared to the procedure we have described above, also an orthonormalization step is
added in Alogrithm 1. This is necessary to deal with numerical instabilities and will be
discussed further in Chapter 3.5. Our intuition is, that the algorithm should not choose a
parameter µ more than once, because once the FE-solution y(µ) is added to the RB-space,
we want the error indicator for this parameter to be zero. That is of course a condition
on the error indicator. A first choice is the so called true RB-error as indicator, which is
defined as

∆s(V l, µ) := ‖y(µ)− yl(µ)‖H1(G). (9)

The corresponding algorithm is called a strong RB-greedy. The problem with this error
indicator is that we have to calculate FE-solutions for the whole training set and not
only for those elements, which are added to the RB-basis. Thus we want to develop an
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error estimator, which overestimates the true RB-error by as little as possible and can be
avaulated without the calculation of the FE-solution.
After the offline phase, for any parameter µ ∈ P we only have to solve the RB-system
(equation (1) with W = V l) in the online phase.

Now several questions arise, which we want to answer in the remainder of this chapter.

• Is an error estimator available besides the true RB-error? Is Algorithm 1 well-defined
for this error indicators?

• Can the error between RB- and FE-solution be estimated on P and does the RB-
solution converge against the FE-solution?

• How can we represent and solve the FE- and RB-system numerically in an efficient
way? Can we archive offline-online decomposition as described? Do we need further
assumptions on the data of the max-PDE?

• What is the advantage of orthonormalization?

3.1 A Posteriori Error

We begin with the error estimator and the question whether Algorithm 1 is well-defined.
The problem with the true RB-error (equation (9)) as error indicator is, that we have to
calculate the FE-solution for every element µ ∈ Strain. This can be very costly, especially
when the training set is large and the RB-space will be of comparatively low dimension.
That is why we want to derive an a posteriori error for the max-PDE and use it to con-
struct a (possibly more efficient) error estimator. Therefore we will use the monotonicity
property of the maximum operator.

Proposition 3.1 (Error Estimator). Let V h be a Galerkin approximation (e.g. FE-space
with piecewise linear finite elements), let V l be the RB-space and µ ∈ P. Then for
e(µ) := y(µ)− yl(µ) it holds that

‖e(µ)‖H1(G) ≤ ∆w(V l, µ) := C‖Resl(µ)‖(V h)′ .

Where C =
2 max{1,C2

P }
min
µ∈P

c(µ)
and the residual Resl : P → (V h)′ is defined as

〈Resl(µ), ϕ〉(V h)′,V h := 〈f(µ), ϕ〉H−1(G),H1
0 (G) − c(µ)〈∇yl(µ),∇ϕ〉L2(G;Rn)

− a(µ)〈max{0, yl(µ)}, ϕ〉L2(G), ∀ϕ ∈ V h.

Proof. Let y(µ) and yl(µ) be the FE- and RB-solutions to (1) for a fixed parameter µ ∈ P ,
that is

c(µ)〈∇y(µ),∇ϕ〉L2(G;Rn) + a(µ)〈max{0, y(µ)}, ϕ〉L2(G) = 〈f(µ), ϕ〉H−1(G),H1
0 (G) ∀ϕ ∈ V h,

(10)

and

c(µ)〈∇yl(µ),∇ψ〉L2(G;Rn) + a(µ)〈max{0, yl(µ)}, ψ〉L2(G) = 〈f(µ), ψ〉H−1(G),H1
0 (G) ∀ψ ∈ V l.

(11)

Here l, N ∈ N denote the dimensions of the RB- and the FE-space respectively.
Then we have e(µ) = y(µ) − yl(µ) ∈ V h. Let CP denote the Poincaré constant for the
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domain G. We use Lemma 2.5, Lemma 2.3 and equation (10) to obtain
minµ∈P c(µ)

2 max{1, C2
P}
‖e(µ)‖2

H1(G) ≤ c(µ)‖∇e(µ)‖2
L2(G;Rn)

≤ c(µ)‖∇e(µ)‖2
L2(G;Rn)

+ a(µ)〈max{0, y(µ)} −max{0, yl(µ)}, y(µ)− yl(µ)〉L2(G)

= c(µ)〈∇y(µ),∇e(µ)〉L2(G;Rn) + a(µ)〈max{0, y(µ)}, e(µ)〉L2(G)

− c(µ)〈∇yl(µ),∇e(µ)〉L2(G;Rn) − a(µ)〈max{0, yl(µ)}, e(µ)〉L2(G)

= 〈f(µ), e(µ)〉H−1(G),H1
0 (G) − c(µ)〈∇yl(µ),∇e(µ)〉L2(G;Rn)

− a(µ)〈max{0, yl(µ)}, e(µ)〉L2(G)

= 〈Resl(µ), e(µ)〉(V h)′,V h

≤ ‖Resl(µ)‖(V h)′‖e(µ)‖H1(G),

where we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and ‖ ·‖V h = ‖ ·‖H1(G) in the last line.
It follows that

‖e(µ)‖H1(G) ≤ C‖ResRB(µ)‖(V h)′ = ∆w(V l, µ) (12)

with C =
2 max{1,C2

P }
minµ∈P c(µ)

.

Since ∆s ≤ ∆w, we will also call ∆s strong error indicator and ∆w weak error indicator.
Compared to the true RB-error ∆s, where we need both the FE- and RB-solutions, for
∆w we only need the RB-solutions. Then we assemble the Riesz-representative of the
residual and calculate its H1-norm.

Remark 3.1. To assemble the Riesz-representative of the residuum, we have to solve a
linear system. Now assume that we have calculated the RB-solution for a parameter µ.
Then this means that in order to evaluate ∆w we have to solve a linear system in RN ,
compared to ∆s, where we have to solve a nonlinear system in RN to get the FE-solution
for parameter µ.

Now we want to show that for both choices ∆s and ∆w Algorithm 1 is well-defined
and terminates after at most |Strain| iterations. Therefore we first show the so called
reproduction of solutions property. It states that if the FE-solution is in the RB-space,
the RB-scheme identifies this solution as the RB-solution. Then we show the vanishing
error bound property, which states that if the FE- and RB-solutions are the same, both
error bounds are zero.

Corollary 3.1 (Reproduction of Solutions / Vanishing Error Bound). If y(µ) ∈ V l for
µ ∈ P, then

1. the RB-solution and the FE-solution are the same, i.e. y(µ) = yl(µ);

2. and for the error indicators it holds that

∆s(V l, µ) = ∆w(V l, µ) = 0.

Proof. Part 1:
If y(µ) ∈ V l, then also e(µ) = y(µ)− yl(µ) ∈ V l and the proof of Proposition 3.1 implies

0 ≤ minµ∈P c(µ)

2 max{1, C2
P}
‖e(µ)‖2

H1(G)

≤ 〈f(µ), e(µ)〉L2(G) − c(µ)〈∇yl(µ),∇e(µ)〉L2(G;Rn) − a(µ)〈max{0, yl(µ)}, e(µ)〉L2(G)

= 0,
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since e(µ) ∈ V l. This implies ∆s(V l, µ) = ‖e(µ)‖H1(G) = 0 and thus y(µ) = yl(µ).

Part 2:
Now since we have yl(µ) = y(µ) as shown in part 1, for ϕ ∈ V h it follows that

c(µ)〈∇yl(µ),∇ϕ〉L2(G;Rn) + a(µ)〈max{0, yl(µ)}, ϕ〉L2(G) = 〈f(µ), ϕ〉L2(G),

by definition of the FE-solution. This implies ‖Resl(µ)‖(V h)′ = 0 and hence ∆w(V l, µ) =
0.

With the help of the previous corollary it is now easy to show that Algorithm 1 is well-
defined.

Corollary 3.2 (Convergence of RB-Greedy). Let Strain ⊂ P be finite dimensional and
εtol > 0. Then for the error indicators ∆s and ∆w Algorithm 1 is well-defined and termi-
nates in at most |Strain| iterations.

Proof. Assume that in iteration n ∈ N we have y(µ̃) ∈ V n for µ̃ ∈ Strain. Then by
Corollary 3.1 it follows that y(µ̃) = yl(µ̃) and that ∆s(V n, µ̃) = ∆w(V n, µ̃) = 0 < εtol.
Now assume that µn+1 ∈ arg max

µ∈Strain
∆s/w(V n, µ) = µ̃, then

εn = max
µ∈Strain

∆s/w(V n, µ) = ∆s/w(V n, µ̃) = 0 < εtol

in Algorithm 1 and thus the algorithm must already have terminated. Since at each
iteration the FE-solution corresponding to one parameter µ ∈ Strain is added to the RB-
space, this shows that the algorithm is well-defined and terminates in at most |Strain|
iterations.

3.2 Convergence Analysis of RB

Now we want to focus on question of convergence. For numerical reasons our algorithm
only guarantees that the RB-approximations are good on a finite training set Strain. So
can we still find an estimate for the error on the whole parameter set P? This will be
possible since the solution operator S is Lipschitz continuous. First we will show that
for larger and larger test sets, the RB-approximation converges against the FE-solution.
This is shown in the next theorem.

Theorem 3.1 (Uniform Convergence of RB-Approximation). Let the assumptions of
Theorem 2.3 be satisfied and let (Sl)l ⊂ P with Sl := {µ1, . . . , µl} be a sequence that gets
dense in P. This means that the filling distance hl := sup

µ∈P
dist(µ, Sl) satisfies

lim
l→∞

hl = 0.

Then we have uniform convergence of the RB-solution against the FE-solution, i.e.

lim
l→∞

sup
µ∈P
‖y(µ)− yl(µ)‖H1(G) = 0.
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Proof. For l ∈ N and µ ∈ P we can choose µ∗ ∈ arg min
µ̃∈Sl
‖µ − µ̃‖Rp . Now we use the

Lipschitz continuity of the solution operator S and its independence of the chosen space
W (Theorem 2.3), the reproduction of solutions property (Corollary 3.1, part 1) and the
space filling property of Sl, to obtain

‖y(µ)− yl(µ)‖H1(G) ≤ ‖y(µ)− y(µ∗)‖H1(G) + ‖y(µ∗)− yl(µ∗)‖H1(G)

+ ‖yl(µ)− yl(µ∗)‖H1(G)

≤ 2LS‖µ− µ∗‖Rp
≤ 2LShl.

Thus it follows that

lim
l→∞

sup
µ∈P
‖y(µ)− yl(µ)‖H1(G) = 0.

A direct consequence is that we are able to give a positive answer to our first question:
We can estimate the error on the whole parameter set P if we use a discrete training set
of parameters Strain ⊂ P .

Corollary 3.3 (RB-Error). Let Strain ⊂ P be a discrete set with filling distance htrain
and let Algorithm 1 terminate with tolerance εtol for ∆s or ∆w, then

‖y(µ)− yl(µ)‖H1(G) ≤ 2LShtrain + εtol. (13)

Proof. For µ ∈ P we can choose µ∗ ∈ arg min
µ̃∈Strain

‖µ− µ̃‖Rp as in the previous theorem.

Then for µ ∈ P it holds that

‖y(µ)− yl(µ)‖H1(G) ≤ ‖y(µ)− y(µ∗)‖H1(G) + ‖y(µ∗)− yl(µ∗)‖H1(G)

+ ‖yl(µ)− yl(µ∗)‖H1(G)

≤ LS‖µ− µ∗‖Rp + εtol + LS‖µ− µ∗‖Rp
≤ 2LShtrain + εtol.

This means that from a theoretical point of view it is sufficient to test on a (fine) training
set Strain in order to get a good approximation on the whole parameter set P .

Remark 3.2. 1. Of course the quality of the error bound in (13) strongly depends on
the estimate which is available for the Lipschitz constant LS and Theorem 2.3 only
gives an upper bound, which might be worse and additionally hard to calculate. That
is why in applications it is more convenient to introduce a test set Stest ⊂ P, which
is independent of the training set Strain. Then the strong error indicator ∆s and the
weak error indicator ∆w are evaluated on the test set.

2. Another problem is the so called “curse of dimensionality”. For high dimensional or
very large parameter sets P, the training set must be very large as well in order to
guarantee a small filling distance htrain. The size of the training set therefore must
grow exponentially with the dimension p of the parameter space.
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3. If we denote with y the analytical solution, with yh the FE-solution and with yl the
RB-solution, we can estimate as follows

‖y − yl‖H1(G) ≤ ‖y − yh‖H1(G) + ‖yh − yl‖H1(G).

The previous results allow for estimates and convergence analysis of the second term.
If we also have estimates on the first term from FE-theory, we can estimate the RB-
solution against the analytical solution.

3.3 FE- and RB-Model

Now that we have dealt with the RB-method from a theoretical point of view and have
shown that it has nice enough properties for the max-PDE, we want to focus on the nu-
merical implementation. First for the FE-model and afterwards for the RB-model.

For finite elements we work on the interior of the domain. Choose N ∈ N and let
ϕ1, . . . , ϕN ∈ V = H1

0 (G) be the standard nodal basis functions for piecewise linear finite
elements on the interior and V h := span{ϕ1, . . . , ϕN} the corresponding FE-space. Let
T denote the underlying triangulation and let V (T ) := {x1, . . . , xN} denote the set of
interior vertices of T and let V (τ) denote the set of vertices belonging to τ ∈ T . The
Galerkin-scheme for equation (1) with the choice W = V h is as follows:

For a given parameter µ ∈ P find a solution y(µ) =
N∑
j=1

yj(µ)ϕj ∈ V h (yj(µ) ∈ R), such

that

c(µ)〈∇y(µ),∇ϕi〉L2(G;Rn) + a(µ)〈max{0, y(µ)}, ϕi〉L2(G) = 〈f(µ), ϕi〉H−1(G),H1
0 (G) 1 ≤ i ≤ N

(14)

holds. For more details we refer to e.g. [7].
Let us introduce

fi(µ) = 〈f(µ), ϕi〉H−1(G),H1
0 (G) 1 ≤ i ≤ N

and define (with a slight abuse of notation) f(µ) := (f1(µ), . . . , fN(µ))T ∈ RN . Furhter-
more we define S ∈ RN×N with

Sij = 〈∇ϕj,∇ϕi〉L2(G;Rn) 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N

and F : RN → RN with

Fi : RN → R, Fi(y) :=

〈
max{0,

N∑
j=1

yj(µ)ϕj}, ϕi

〉
L2(G)

1 ≤ i ≤ N.

Then equation (14) can be rewritten as

c(µ)Sy(µ) + a(µ)F (y(µ)) = f(µ). (15)

The problem with this formulation is the evaluation of F (y(µ)). We cannot evaluate the
L2-scalar product and assemble it into a matrix, which is independent of y as done for
the so called stiffness matrix S. Therefore we use a mass lumping scheme to approximate
F so that we can evaluate the term easier. The basic idea is to shift the mass to the
vertices of the triangulation in a way that conserves the total mass of the system. Then
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the max term has to be only evaluated on the nodes of the triangulation. Some theoretical
background can be found in Appendix 8.1. We denote with M the mass matrix defined
as

Mij = 〈ϕj, ϕi〉L2(G) 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N

and with M̃ the lumped mass matrix, defined as

M̃ij =


N∑
k=1

Mik, i = j,

0, else.

We can use the conservation property of the redistribution from Lemma 8.1 with ρ = 1
and get for 1 ≤ i ≤ N :

Fi(y(µ)) = 〈max{0, y(µ)}, ϕi〉L2(G)

≈
∑

τ∈∆(G)

∑
xk∈V(τ)

1

3
|τ |max{0, y(µ)(xk)}ϕi(xk)

=
∑

τ∈∆(G)
s.t. xi∈V(τ)

1

3
|τ |max{0, yi(µ)}

=
N∑
j=1

Mij max{0, yi(µ)}

= M̃ii max{0, yi(µ)}.

Here we have used that ϕi(xk) = δik and thus y(µ)(xk) = yk(µ). We have also used
Lemma 8.1 in the last line.
All in all this gives

F (y(µ)) ≈ M̃ max{0, y(µ)},

with max{0, ·} : RN → RN the componentwise maximum function. Now we can rewrite
equation (15) as root finding problem for Kµ : RN → RN with

Kµ(y(µ)) := c(µ)Sy(µ) + a(µ)M̃ max{0, y(µ)} − f(µ). (16)

The index µ is used to show the parameter dependence of Kµ. Note that there is now an
error compare to equation (15) due to the mass lumping. But we will not perform any
error analysis for the mass lumping. The idea is that for finer grids, also the lumping error
decreases. The function Kµ is non-smooth due to the non-smoothness of the maximum
function. Thus we cannot simply use the standard Newton method to solve Kµ(y(µ)) = 0.
How to solve this problem will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

Now we want to continue with the same procedure for the RB-problem. Let V l =
span{ψ1, . . . , ψl} ⊂ V h be the RB-space with N � l independent functions. Then the
RB-basis is given as Ψl = [ψ1| . . . |ψl] ∈ RN×l. Thus we can use the FE-problem to write
the RB-problem as root finding problem for K l

µ : Rl → Rl with

K l
µ(yl(µ)) := ΨT

l Kµ(Ψlyl(µ)) = c(µ)ΨT
l SΨlyl(µ) + a(µ)ΨT

l M̃ max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} −ΨT
l f(µ).

(17)
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Here the unknown root is yl(µ) ∈ Rl and can be expanded into the FE-space via Ψlyl(µ) ∈
RN . Note that we have to evaluate the maximum function on the FE-level, which is
expensive. The problem is that due to the global support of the RB-basis functions we
have lost the connection between a node of the triangulation and its corresponding local
FE-element, which allowed for an easy evaluation with the help of mass lumping. This
problem will be discussed later and the Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM)
will be introduced as possible solution. To evaluate the first term we can use the so
called reduced stiffness matrix ΨT

l SΨl. Again the function K l
µ is non-smooth due to the

non-smoothness of the function max ◦Ψl : Rl → RN . As before this means that we cannot
apply the standard Newton method to solve the nonlinear root finding problem.

Remark 3.3 (Calculation of true RB-error). We also want to point out how to calculate
the true RB-error for V l as approximation space. For µ ∈ P let y(µ), yl(µ) denote the
FE- and RB-solution and let M and S denote the mass and stiffness matrices. Then we
have

∆(V l, µ) = ‖y(µ)− yl(µ)‖H1(G)

=
√

(y(µ)−Ψlyl(µ))T (S +M)(y(µ)−Ψlyl(µ)),

where we have identified the solutions to the FE- and RB-Galerkin schmemes with the
corresponding solutions of the variational problems. Additionally we have used Ψl to
project the RB-solution back into the FE-space.

Another problem is that in equation (17) for each parameter µ also the term ΨT
l f(µ) is first

assembled in the FE-space and then mapped back into the RB-space. This means that
whenever we want to solve the RB-system in the online phase, the problem still depends
on the original dimension N of the FE-system. This is the issue of parameter-separability
and is discussed in the following.

Definition 3.1 (Parameter-Separability). We call f : P → H−1(G) parameter separable,
if there exists Qf ∈ N, coefficient functions θfq (µ) : P → R and elements fq ∈ H−1(G) for
q = 1, . . . , Qf , such that for all µ ∈ P

f(µ) =

Qf∑
q=1

θfq (µ)fq. (18)

If we can find a representation as in equation (18) for f , we can rewrite

ΨT
l f(µ) =

Qf∑
q=1

θfq (µ)ΨT
l fq

for µ ∈ P . Now the reduced right-hand side ΨT
l fq has to be assembled only once in the

offline phase for q = 1, . . . , Qf .

Remark 3.4. In general also the differential operator of a PDE can be not parameter-
separable. For the max-PDE this is not an issue, because the functions a and c ap-
pear infront of the operators. For more general definitions and examples on parameter-
separability see [11].
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3.4 Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method

Now we want to concentrate on how to archieve independence of the FE-dimension N
in the RB-problems online phase. If we assume parameter-separability for f , the only
remaining difficulty is the nonlinear max term. Let us recall the (lumped) systems intro-
duced previously for the FE- and RB-problem in equation (16) and equation (17):

Kµ(y(µ)) = c(µ)Sy(µ) + a(µ)M̃ max{0, y(µ)} − f(µ) = 0 in RN ,

K l
µ(yl(µ)) = c(µ)ΨT

l SΨlyl(µ) + a(µ)ΨT
l M̃ max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} −ΨT

l f(µ) = 0 in Rl.

As already mentioned the problem with the RB-formulation is that even though it is a
system in Rl, we have to evaluate the nonlinearity in the FE-space of dimension N �
l. We want to avoid this expensive computation and additionally make the RB-system
independent of N . Therefore the idea is to map the nonlinearity max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} into
a lower L � N dimensional subspace that approximates the space generated by the
nonlinearity. We follow the approach presented in [2]. Later on we will use snapshots of
the nonlinearity to generate the approximation space. Now let {φ1, . . . , φL} be a basis of
the approximation space and denote Φ := [φ1, . . . , φL] ∈ RN×L, then the approximation
is of the form

max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} ≈ Φγ, (19)

with a coefficient vector γ = (γ1, . . . , γL)T ∈ RL. For an easier read we have omitted the
µ dependence in the notation of the coefficient vector γ.
Since the system

max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} = Φγ (20)

is overdetermined, we want to select L different rows from the overdetermined system (20)
and hereby determine γ. To formulate this mathematically we denote with eij ∈ RN the
ij-th canonical basis vector in RN . Then we can define the projection P := [ei1 , . . . , eiL ] ∈
RN×L and the index vector ~i = [i1, . . . , iL], where ij 6= ik for j, k ∈ {1, . . . , L} with j 6= k.
Furthermore we assume that P TΦ is invertible, then indeed γ is uniquely determined by
the system

P T max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} = (P TΦ)γ.

The approximation from equation (19) can be rewritten as

max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} ≈ Φγ = Φ(P TΦ)−1P T max{0,Ψlyl(µ)}.

If we have a closer look at the term P T max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} it is clear by definition of the
projection P that only those components of max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} that are an element of the
index vector ~i need to be evaluated. This means that

P T max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} = max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)},

which gives the computational speed-up and independency of N in the online phase.
To summarize, the approximated root finding problem becomes

K l,L
µ (yl(µ)) := c(µ)ΨT

l SΨlyl(µ) + a(µ)ΨT
l M̃Φ(P TΦ)−1 max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)} −ΨT

l f(µ).

(21)

Finally we have made the RB-problem – which we will call RB-DEIM-problem now –
independent of the FE-spaces dimension. Again we cannot apply the standard Newton
method to solve this problem, but we will deal with that in Chapter 4.
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Now we want to focus on the following questions:

1. How to obtain the approximation basis {φ1, . . . , φL}?

2. How to choose the projection P , i.e. the interpolation indices {i1, . . . , iL}?

3. How does the quality of the approximation depend on L ∈ N? Which L is sufficiently
accurate and in what way?

The idea is to use the DEIM method. First of all we obtain L ∈ N with N ≥ Ls ≥ L
nonlinear snapshots {max{0, y(µ1)}, . . . ,max{0, y(µLs)}} from the FE-system (see (16))
and collect them in the snapshot matrix E ∈ RN×Ls . This is described in Algorithm 2 in
detail.
Algorithm 2: Snapshot Generation

Require: Parameter set P , number of snapshots Ls and parameters for
equation (16)

Return : Snapshot matrix E
1 Choose parameters {µ1, . . . , µLs} ⊂ P (e.g. equidistant);
2 Set E = [];
3 for i = 1, . . . , Ls do
4 Solve equation (16) for parameter µi. Store the solution y(µi) ∈ RN ;
5 Set c = max{0, y(µi)};
6 Set E = [E, c]

7 end

As for the training set in RB we will use the intersection of the parameter set P and
an equidistant grid in practice in line 1 of Algorithm 2. Then we perform Proper Or-
thogonal Decomposition (POD) with respect to the idendity matrix on E to generate the
approximation basis {φ1, . . . , φL} of length L. This means that for i, j = 1, . . . , L we have
‖φi‖RN = 1 and 〈φi, φj〉RN = δij with δij the Kronecker delta. For more details on POD
we refer to the Appendix 8.2. Now the interpolation indices are chosen iteratively by the
DEIM algorithm.
Algorithm 3: Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM)

Require: Length of basis L ∈ N and snapshot matrix E ∈ RN×Ls

Return : Φ, ~i and P
1 Compute POD basis Φ of length L w.r.t. identity matrix for E;
2 Set idx ∈ argmax

k=1,...,N
|(φ1)k|;

3 Set Φ = [φ1], ~i = idx and P = [eidx];
4 for j = 2, . . . , L do
5 Solve (P TΦ)γ = P Tφj and store γ;
6 Set r = φj − Φγ;
7 Set idx ∈ argmax

k=1,...,N
|(r)k|;

8 Set Φ = [Φ, φj], ~i = [~i, idx] and P = [P, eidx];
9 end

Note that we assume the POD basis Φ to be ordered hierarchically according to the
dominant singular values. This order is important for the DEIM algorithm, since DEIM
necessarily selects the first L elements of the POD basis as approximation basis. In the first
iteration the interpolation index corresponds to the entry of φ1 with largest magnitude.
Afterwards for j ≥ 2 the residual r = φj −Φγ which can be seen as the error between the
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input φj and its approximation in the basis Φ = [φ1, . . . , φj−1] at indices ~i = [i1, . . . , ij−1]
is calculated. Then the interpolation index is chosen in a way that it corresponds to the
largest magnitude of the residual r. We will use the orthonormality of Φ later on to show
that r 6= 0 in each iteration and thus P TΦ is invertible. Especially we have ij 6= ik for
j 6= k and thus the DEIM method is well-defined. Now we want to comment shortly on
the interpolation property of DEIM.

Remark 3.5. The DEIM procedure interpolates the nonlinearity max{0,Ψlyl(µ)}, i.e. it
is exact at the interpolation indices ~i. To see this we choose µ ∈ P and calculate

P T
(
Φ(P TΦ)−1 max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)}

)
= (P TΦ)(P TΦ)−1P T max{0,Ψlyl(µ)}
= P T max{0,Ψlyl(µ)}.

This also implies that for L→ N the RB-DEIM-model converges to the RB-model.

The following remark concernes the freedom of choice in the basis of the approximation
space.

Remark 3.6. As already mentioned P depends on the choice of Φ, but once DEIM
is performed, we can switch to another basis of the approximation space generated by
{φ1, . . . , φL}. To see this let {φ̃1, . . . , φ̃L} be another (not necessarily orthonormal) basis
and set Φ̃ := [φ̃1, . . . , φ̃L]. Then there exists an invertible matrix R ∈ RL×L such that
Φ = Φ̃R. This implies

Φ(P TΦ)−1 max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)} = (Φ̃R)((P T Φ̃)R)−1 max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)}
= Φ̃(P T Φ̃)−1 max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)}.

Finally we want to analyse the error

‖max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} − Φ(P TΦ)−1 max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)}‖RN

and give an error bound depending on the dimension L of the approximation space. We
want to mention that all results on DEIM can be easily generalized to more general
nonlinearities as done in [2]. For the sake of simplification we only show them for the
nonlinearity at hand. The same is true for the result on the error bound, again we refer
to [2] for the general result.

Lemma 3.1 (DEIM error). Let µ ∈ P be an arbitrary parameter and let Φ, P and~i be the
outputs from Algorithm 3 for inputs E and L. Then an error bound for the approximation
Φ(P TΦ)−1 max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)} is given by

‖max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} − Φ(P TΦ)−1 max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)}‖RN ≤ CE(µ), (22)

where

C := ‖(P TΦ)−1‖ and E(µ) := ‖(I − ΦΦT ) max{0,Ψlyl(µ)}‖RN

is the error of the best 2-norm approximation for max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} in the space Range(Φ).
The constant C can be upper bounded by

C ≤ (1 +
√

2N)L−1

|eTi1φ1|
= (1 +

√
2N)L−1‖φ1‖−1

∞ ,

where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the infinity norm.
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Proof. See Lemma 3.2 in [2] for the general case.

This especially implies that P TΦ is indeed invertible for every L ≤ Ls and thus Algorithm
3 is well-defined.

Last but not least we want to summarize the complete RB-DEIM-procedures offline phase:

1. Generate reduced basis Ψl via (strong) RB-greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1).

2. Generate snapshot matrix E (Algorithm 2).

3. Use snapshot matrix E to generate approximation basis Φ, interpolation indices ~i
and corresponding projection P with Algorithm 3.

This gives the RB-DEIM-system described in equation (21), which can be solved efficiently
in the online phase and is independent of the FE-spaces dimension N .

3.5 Orthonormalization of RB

In the last part of this chapter we want to discuss the necessity and advantages of including
an orthonormalization step in Algorithm 1. Also we have to clarify with respect to which
inner product the orthonormalization should be performed.
From a numerical point of view it is problematic if FE-solutions for different parameters
are almost linearly dependent, e.g. y(µ1) ≈ y(µ2) for µ1 6= µ2 ∈ Strain. This leads to badly
conditioned problems. Thus we use orthonormalization of the RB-basis in Algorithm 1.
Instead of the standard Gram-Schmidt procedure we also have the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2. Let Ψl ∈ RN×l be a reduced basis with corresponding reduced mass
matrix M l := ΨT

l MΨl ∈ Rl×l (Gramian matrix). If we choose C := (LT )−1 with L being
a Cholesky-factor of M l = LLT , then Ψ̃l := ΨlC is the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalized
basis.

Proof. See Proposition 2.54 in [11].

For linear elliptic PDEs it can be shown that the condition number of the RB-system
is bounded independently of l (and µ) (see Prop 2.17 in [11]) if the reduced basis is
orthonormal. Now we want to generalize this result to the max-PDE in the sense that
the condition number of the Newton matrix used in Chapter 4 to solve the nonlinear
RB-system is bounded independently of l, yl and µ. This gives a great advantage over
FE-methods, where the condition number of the system usually deteriorates for larger
systems. See the following example taken from [7].

Example 3.1. In one spatial dimension, the stiffness matrix S for first order Lagrange
elements is

S =
1

h


2 −1 0 · · · 0 0
−1 2 −1 · · · 0 0

. . .
0 0 0 · · · 2 −1
0 0 0 · · · −1 2

 .

Here h = 1
N+1

denotes the step size. The eigenvalues of S are λj = 2(1 − cos(jπh)) for
j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. This implies cond2(S) = 4

π2h
−2 +O(1) for h→ 0.
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For more results, especially in general spatial dimension we, again refer to [7]. Now we
want to focuse on the RB-case. Also we show that orthonormality with respect to the
inner product induced by the mass matrix M is the right choice. Up to this point, we
have neither adressed generalized Newton methods nor the Newton matrix H necessary
for the Newton uptdate, which will be introduced in Proposition 4.4 of the next chapter.
However, boundedness of its condition number is a result more closely related to the
orthonormalization step in the RB-algorithm, which is why the fact is presented here.

Proposition 3.3 (Algebraic Stability for Orthonormal Basis). Let Ψl ∈ RN×l be a re-
duced basis, which is orthonormal with respect to the scalar product induced by the mass
matrix M . Assume that a and c are Lipschitz continuous (in µ). Then the Newton
matrix H l

µ(yl(µ)) := c(µ)ΨT
l SΨl + a(µ)ΨT

l M̃GN(Ψlyl(µ))Ψl ∈ Rl×l with GN : RN →
RN , GN(y) := diag(gi(yi), . . . , gN(yN)) with

gi(yi) :=

{
0, yi < 0,

1, yi ≥ 0,

(see Lemma 4.3) has condition number bounded independently of l, yl and µ.

Proof. First we fix l, y and µ and define H := H l
µ(yl(µ)). Then since S and M̃GN(Ψlyl(µ))

are symmetric, so is H. Also S is positive definite and M̃GN(Ψlyl(µ)) positive semidefi-
nite. Thus since c(µ) > 0, a(µ) ≥ 0 and rank(Ψl) = l, it follows that H is positive definite.
Therefore we have that cond2(H) = λmax

λmin
with λmax being the largest and λmin the small-

est eigenvalue of H. We identify an element u ∈ Rl with u := Ψlu =
l∑

i=1

uiψi ∈ RN , where

ψi is the i-th column of Ψl and define ‖u‖M :=
√
〈Mu,u〉RN . This gives

‖u‖2
M = 〈Mu,u〉RN

= 〈M
l∑

i=1

uiψi,
l∑

j=1

ujψj〉RN

=
l∑

i,j=1

uiuj 〈Mψi, ψj〉RN︸ ︷︷ ︸
=δij

=
l∑

i=1

u2
i = ‖u‖2

Rl .

Now let u ∈ Rl be an eigenvector of H for eigenvalue λmax. Then we use the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality to show

λmax‖u‖2
Rl = 〈Hu, u〉Rl

= c(µ)〈ΨT
l SΨlu, u〉Rl + a(µ)〈ΨT

l M̃GN(Ψlyl(µ))Ψlu, u〉Rl
= c(µ)〈SΨlu,Ψlu〉RN + a(µ)〈M̃GN(Ψlyl(µ))Ψlu,Ψlu〉RN
≤ c(µ)‖S‖‖Ψl‖2‖u‖2

Rl + a(µ) ‖M̃GN(Ψlyl(µ))‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤‖M̃‖

) ‖Ψlu‖2
RN︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤‖Ψl‖2‖u‖2Rl

≤ C̃1‖u‖2
Rl ,

with C̃1 := ‖Ψl‖2

(
max
µ∈P

c(µ)‖S‖+ max
µ∈P

a(µ)‖M̃‖
)
. We still have to show that this con-

stant can be bounded independently of l. Therefore we use the equivalency of finite
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dimensional norms, i.e. ‖u‖RN ≤ CM‖u‖M with a constant CM > 0 depending only on
M . Now we can estimate as follows

‖Ψl‖ = sup
u∈Rl\{0}

‖Ψlu‖RN
‖u‖Rl

≤ CM sup
u∈Rl\{0}

‖u‖M
‖u‖Rl

= CM ,

where we have used ‖u‖M = ‖u‖Rl in the last line. This implies

C̃1 ≤ C1 := C2
M

(
max
µ∈P

c(µ)‖S‖+ max
µ∈P

a(µ)‖M̃‖
)
<∞

and therefore λmax ≤ C1. Now let u ∈ Rl be an eigenvector of H corresponding to λmin.
Then we can use the Poincare inequality (see Lemma 2.5) and ‖u‖2

M = ‖u‖2
Rl to show

λmin‖u‖2
Rl = 〈Hu, u〉Rl

= c(µ)〈ΨT
l SΨlu, u〉Rl + a(µ)〈ΨT

l M̃GN(Ψlyl(µ))Ψlu, u〉Rl︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0, since pos. def

≥ c(µ)〈Su,u〉RN

≥ c(µ)

C2
P

〈Mu,u〉RN

=
c(µ)

C2
P

‖u‖2
Rl ≥ C2‖u‖2

Rl ,

where CP denotes the Poincaré constant and C2 := min
µ∈P

c(µ)

C2
P
> 0. This implies λmin ≥ C2.

All in all we have cond2(H) ≤ C1

C2
with C1 and C2 independent of l, yl and µ.

In the proof we have used the Lipschitz continuity of c and a to ensure that

max
µ∈P

a(µ),max
µ∈P

c(µ) <∞.

Of course there are also weaker conditions to ensure this, but we need this regularity for
the Lipschitz continuity of the solution operator anyway (see Theorem 2.3).
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4 Semismooth Newton Method

In the last chapter we have reformulated the FE-model, RB-model and RB-DEIM-model
as root finding problems for the functions Kµ, K

l
µ and K l,L

µ , respectively (see (16), (17)
and (21)). Now we want to focus on how to solve those problems numerically. We follow
the approaches presented in [23] and [13].
If we would deal with a smooth function G : Rn → Rn, we could apply a Newton method
to find a root of G. In iteration k ∈ N, let xk ∈ Rn be the current iterate. Then the
Newton step dk ∈ Rn would be the solution of

JG(xk)dk = −G(xk), (23)

where JG : Rn → Rn×n denotes the Jacobian matrix of G.
But how can we generalize this update formula if G is non-smooth and ∇G is not defined?
To this end we first generalize the concept of differentiability and introduce so called
subdifferentials in the first part of this chapter. Afterwards we can define a Newton
method for non-smooth functions with the help of subdifferentials in the second part of
this chapter. In order to show that this method is well-defined further assumptions on
G will be necessary and we can still obtain local quadratic convergence of the method.
The main assumption will be so called semismoothness of G and therefore we will call the
Newton method a semismooth Newton method. In the last part of the chapter we will
show that the results can be applied on the FE- and RB-model.

4.1 Subdifferentials

We want to introduce the concept of subdifferentials in a finite dimensional setting. When
we consider optimization problems in Chapter 5 this will not be the case anymore and we
will generalize the necessary concepts there. There exist different types of subdifferentials,
which are listed in the next definition.

Definition 4.1 (Subdifferentials - Finite Dimensional). Let U ⊂ Rn be open and G : U ⊂
Rn → Rm be locally Lipschitz continuous at x ∈ U . Let DG denote the set of differentiable
points of G. Then

• ∂BG(x) := {H ∈ Rm×n : ∃(xk)k∈N ⊂ DG with xk → x, JG(xk) → H for k → ∞} is
called the Bouligand subdifferential of G at x.

• Let co denote the convex hull, then ∂CG(x) := co(∂B(G(x)) is called the Clarke
subdifferential of G at x.

• For U = Rn, m = 1 and G convex, ∂cG(x) := {Σ ∈ L(Rn,R) : G(x) − G(y) ≥
Σ(x− y) for all y ∈ Rn} is called the convex subdifferential of G at x.

The next result states some basic properties of the different subdifferentials and their
connection.

Remark 4.1. Let U ⊂ Rn be open and G : U ⊂ Rn → Rm be locally Lipschitz continuous
at x ∈ U .

1. ∂CG(x) is nonempty, convex and compact. ( [13], Theorem 2.2, part b)

2. ∂BG(u) is nonempty and it holds that ∂BG(x) ⊂ ∂CG(x). ( [13], Theorem 2.2, part
a)

3. If G is also convex, we have ∂cG(x) = ∂CG(x). ( [5], Proposition 2.2.7)
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4. If G is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of x, then ∂CG(x) = ∂BG(x) =
{JG(x)}. ( [13], Theorem 2.2, part e)

To give an example for a better understanding and because we will need it later on, we
want to characterize the subdifferential for the maximum function max{0, ·} : R→ R, x 7→
max{0, x}. First note that this function is Lipschitz continuous and convex. Therefore
Remark 4.1, part 3 implies that the convex and Clarke subdifferential are equivalent.
Because some results in the following are only true for convex functions, we will only
talk about the convex subdifferential of the maximum function in the remainder of this
chapter.
The intuition behind the definition of the convex subdifferential (4.1, part 3) for a function
is that at any point all tangents which lie below the graph of the function are elements of
the convex subdifferential at that point. Since the maximum function is only non-smooth
at zero, this means that we should obtain

∂c max{0, x} = {0}, x < 0,

∂c max{0, x} = [0, 1], x = 0,

∂c max{0, x} = {1}, x > 0.

Because that is exactly the set of possible slopes for a tangent at max{0, x} which lies
under the graph of the maximum function.
This can be formally proven with the help of the so called proximal operator. We mainly
follow [17] and will introduce the proximal operator and its properties not only for the
maximum function, but in a more general setting of so called proper convex functions.

Definition 4.2 (Proximal operator). We call a function f : Rn → R ∪ {+∞} a closed
proper convex function, if its epigraph

epif := {(x, y) ∈ Rn × R : f(x) ≤ y}

is a nonempty, closed and convex set. For such a function we define the proximal operator
of f with scaling parameter λ > 0 as

proxλf : Rn → Rn, v 7→ argmin
x∈Rn

(
f(x) +

1

2λ
‖x− v‖2

Rn

)
.

With the help of the proximal operator we can characterize the convex subdifferential.

Lemma 4.1. Let f : Rn → R∪{+∞} be a closed, proper, convex and Lipschitz continuous
function and let λ > 0. Then it holds that

proxλf = (I + λ∂cf)−1. (24)

Here the mapping (I + λ∂cf)−1 is called the resolvent of the operator ∂cf with parameter
λ.

Proof. In this proof we will take the sum of a point and a set, which is defined as follows.
For a point α ∈ Rn and a set A ⊂ Rn we define

α + A := {α + a : a ∈ A}.

Since f is Lipschitz continuous and convex, its convex subdifferential is nonempty on
the whole domain by Remark 4.1, parts 1 and 3. If for x ∈ Rn we have that z ∈
(I + λ∂cf)−1(x), then by definition of the resolvent

x ∈ (I + λ∂cf)(z) = z + λ∂cf(z).
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Or equivalently

0 ∈ ∂cf(z) +
1

λ
(z − x) = ∂c

(
f(z) +

1

2λ
‖z − x‖2

Rn

)
, (25)

where we always refer to the convex subdifferential with respect to z and use the notation
of sums of a point and a set.
Condition (25) holds if and only if z minimizes the function

Rn → R,

f 7→
(
f(v) +

1

2λ
‖v − x‖2

Rn

)
,

which is strictly convex. By definition of the proximal operator this shows that z ∈
(I + λ∂cf)−1(x) holds if and only if z = proxλf (x) and that the mapping (I + λ∂cf)−1 is
single-valued.

Remark 4.2. Lemma 4.1 is still true, even if f is not Lipschitz continuous. This result
can e.g. be found in [17].

Now we can use the proximal operator to characterize the convex subdifferential of the
maximum function. This is done in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let max{0, ·} : R→ R, x 7→ max{0, x}. Then for x ∈ R, λ > 0:

1. We can write the proximal operator for the maximum function as

proxλmax{0,·}(x) =


x, x < 0,

0, x ∈ [0, λ],

x− λ, x > λ.

2. It holds that g ∈ ∂c max(x) if and only if x = proxλmax{0,·}(x+ λg).

3. g :=

{
0, x < 0,

1, x ≥ 1,
∈ ∂c max{0, x}.

Proof. 1. Simple calculations using Definition 4.2.

2. Direct consequence of Lemma 4.1.

3. Follows from part 2.

Remark 4.3. Parts 1 and 2 of Lemma 4.2 also show that our intuition was right and
that indeed

∂c max{0, x} = {0}, x < 0,

∂c max{0, x} = [0, 1], x = 0,

∂c max{0, x} = {1}, x > 0.

Again we omit the (simple) calculations.
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This finishes the characterization of the one dimensional maximum function. But in our
applications we have to characterize the Clarke subdifferential of the pointwise maximum
function on Rn. Here we cannot use the convex subdifferential anymore, since the maxi-
mum function now maps to Rn. Instead we will use the definition of the Bouligand and
Clarke subdifferential in the proof.

Lemma 4.3. The Clarke subdifferential of the pointwise maximum function max{0, ·} :
Rn → Rn, y 7→ max{0, y} exists on its whole domain and is given by

∂C max{0, y} = {H ∈ Rn×n : H = diag(g1, . . . , gn) with gi ∈


{0}, yi < 0

{1}, yi ≥ 0,

[0, 1], yi = 0,

for i = 1, . . . , n}.

Especially Gn(y) = diag(g1(y1), . . . , gn(yn)) with gi : R→ R given by

gi(yi) :=

{
0, yi < 0

1, yi ≥ 0

is an element of the convex subdifferential at y ∈ Rn, that is Gn(y) ∈ ∂c max{0, y}.

Proof. For y ∈ Rn we introduce

I− := {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : yi < 0},
I+ := {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : yi > 0},
I0 := {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : yi = 0}.

Now we introduce a sequence (yk)k∈N ⊂ Rn by

yki =

{
yi, i ∈ I− ∪ I+,

yi + γi
1
k
, i ∈ I0,

with γi ∈ {−1, 1} for i ∈ I0. Then it holds that yk → y, k →∞. Let Dmax{0,·} denote the
set of differentiable points of max{0, ·}, then yk ∈ Dmax{0,·} since yki 6= 0 for all i and k.
Furthermore we have Jmax{0,·}(y

k) = diag(α1, . . . , αn) with

αi =


0, i ∈ I−,
1, i ∈ I+,

0, i ∈ I0 and γi = −1,

1, i ∈ I0 and γi = 1,

which is independent of k. This implies Jmax{0,·}(y
k) → diag(α1, . . . , αn), k → ∞. We

have shown that

∂B max{0, y} = {H ∈ Rn×n : H = diag(g1, . . . , gn) with gi ∈


{0}, yi < 0

{1}, yi ≥ 0,

{0, 1}, yi = 0,

for i = 1, . . . , n}.

Since ∂C max{0, y} = co(∂B max{0, y}) and Gn(y) ∈ ∂B max{0, y} this finishes the proof.
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This also includes the one dimensional case, where the proximal operator was introduced.
But we will use the proximal operator of the one dimensional maximum function at
another point later on again.
This finishes our introduction on subdifferentials and we come back to the question of
how to define a Newton iteration.

4.2 Algorithm and Convergence Results

The idea is to use an elementH(xk) ∈ ∂CG(xk) of the Clarke subdifferential in the Newton
equation (23) instead of the Jacobian matrix JG(xk). This gives a so called semismooth
Newton method for a function G : Rn → Rn. This method will be developed and analyzed
in this section in detail. We mainly follow [13] and [23]. The basic idea is to generalize
the Newton method as in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: Semismooth Newton Method

Require: Function G, starting point x0 ∈ Rn, absolute error tolerance
εdabs > 0, relative error tolerance εdrel > 0, maximum number of
iterations kmax ∈ N

Return : (Approximated) root x̃
1 k = 0, d0 = 2εdabs;
2 while ‖dk‖Rn > εdrel‖x0‖Rn + εdabs and k ≤ kmax do
3 Choose H(xk) ∈ ∂CG(xk);
4 Calculate dk by solving H(xk)dk = −G(xk);
5 Set xk+1 = xk + dk;
6 Set k = k + 1;
7 end
8 Set x̃ = xk;

If G is smooth, Remark 4.1, part 4 implies that this is indeed a generalization of Newtons
method. Of course the question remains if this algorithm is well defined and converges in
some sense. First of all this means that the Clarke subdifferential needs to be nonempty
at least locally around a root x∗ of G. This is ensured by Remark 4.1, part 1 if we
assume that G is (locally around x∗) Lipschitz continuous. But as we will see this is not
enough to ensure that Algorithm 4 is well defined and converges locally. The underlying
necessary concept is that of semismoothness of the function G, which is stronger than
just the existence of the Clarke subdifferential.

Definition 4.3 (Semismoothness). Let U ⊂ Rn be nonempty and open. A function
G : U → Rm is called semismooth at a point x ∈ U , if it is locally Lipschitz continuous at
x and if

lim
H∈∂CG(x+td̃),

d̃→d, t↘ 0

Hd̃

exists for all directions d ∈ Rn. We call G semismooth on U , if G is semismooth for all
x ∈ U .

Again due to Remark 4.1, part 1 the local Lipschitz continuity of G in Definition 4.3
implies that ∂CG(x + td̃) is nonempty and compact for all x, t and d̃. There are also
more convenient equivalences for semismoothness, we refer to, e.g. Theorem 2.9 in [13],
but since we will use another concept to show semismoothness of the FE-, RB- and RB-
DEIM-models Kµ, K

l
µ and K l,L

µ we will not go into detail here.
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More generally we can also define so called γ-order semismoothness, which will be impor-
tant for the convergence rate of Algorithm 4.

Definition 4.4 (γ-order Semismoothness). Let U ⊂ Rn be open and nonempty, then for
0 < γ ≤ 1 the function G : U → Rm is called γ-order semismooth at x ∈ U , if G is locally
Lipschitz continuous at x, the directional derivative G′(x, ·) exists and for H ∈ ∂CG(x+d),

‖Hd−G′(x, d)‖Rm = O
(
‖d‖1+γ

Rn
)
, for d→ 0.

As before we define γ-order semismoothness of G on U .

Now we can state the convergence criterion for Algorithm 4.

Remark 4.4. Note that for a function G : U → Rm, we say that for x ∈ U the Clarke
subdifferential ∂CG(x) is regular, if all H ∈ ∂CG(x) are regular. The same applies for the
Bouligand subdifferential and convex subdifferential.

Theorem 4.1 (Local Convergence of Semismooth Newton Method). If for G : Rn → Rn,
G(x∗) holds for some x∗ ∈ Rn and G is semismooth at x∗ (thus especially locally Lipschitz
at x∗) and ∂CG(x∗) is regular. Then there exists an ε > 0 such that for all x0 ∈ B(x∗, ε)
the sequence (xk)k∈N generated by Algorithm 4 is well-defined, converges to x∗ and satisfies

‖xk+1 − x∗‖Rn = o (‖xk − x∗‖Rn) , for k →∞. (26)

Proof. See [13], Theorem 2.11.

This means that under the assumptions stated in the theorem, the semismooth Newton
method converges locally q-superlinearly. (See e.g. [13]). If we assume γ-order semis-
moothness of G, we can even get a higher order convergence rate.

Theorem 4.2. If for G : Rn → Rn, G(x∗) = 0 holds for some x∗ ∈ Rn and for some
0 < γ ≤ 1 the function G is γ-order semismooth at x∗ and ∂CG(x∗) is regular. Then there
exists an ε > 0 such that for all x0 ∈ B(x∗, ε) the sequence (xk)k∈N generated by Algorithm
4 is well defined, converges to x∗ and satisfies

‖xk+1 − x∗‖Rn = O
(
‖xk − x∗‖1+γ

Rn
)
, for k →∞. (27)

Proof. See [13], Theorem 2.14.

For γ = 1 this implies q-quadratic convergence (see [13]) of the semismooth Newton
method.

Now we will introduce a large class of functions which are semismooth. This is the
class of so called piecewise differentiable functions (PC-functions). Later it will turn out
that the functions Kµ, K l

µ and K l,L
µ of the FE-, RB- and RB-DEIM root finding problem

are also PC-functions.

Definition 4.5 (Piecewise Differentiability). A function G : U → Rm defined on an open,
nonempty set U ⊂ Rn is of class PCk, denoted G ∈ PCk(U,Rm) for k ∈ N ∪ {∞}, if G
is continuous and if at every point x ∈ U there exists a neighborhood W ⊂ U of x and a
finite collection (Gi)Ni=1 ⊂ Ck(W,Rm), such that

G(x) ∈
N⋃
i=1

Gi(x), for all x ∈ W.
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The set

I(x) = {i ∈ {1, . . . , N} : G(x) = Gi(x)}

is called the active set at x ∈ U .

The class of piecewise continuous functions has the following properties.

Proposition 4.1. Let U ⊂ Rn be open and nonempty. Then for k ∈ N ∪ {∞} the class
PCk(U,Rm) is closed under composition, finite summation and multiplication.

Proof. See Proposition 2.20 in [23].

For PC-functions we have the following result which connects them to semismooth func-
tions.

Proposition 4.2. Let U ⊂ Rn be open and nonempty. If G ∈ PC1(U,Rm), then G is
semismooth. If G ∈ PC2(U,Rm), then G is first-order semismooth.

Proof. See Proposition 2.26 in [23].

Another useful result when one wants to prove semismoothness is the following proposi-
tion, which basically states that it is sufficient to prove semismoothness of the components.

Proposition 4.3. Let U ⊂ Rn be open and nonempty. The function G : U → Rm is γ-
order semismooth at x ∈ U if and only if its component functions are γ-order semismooth
at x.

Proof. See Proposition 2.17 in [23].

With that we finish the analysis of the semismooth Newton method.

4.3 Application to FE, RB and RB-DEIM

In the remainder of this chapter we want to verify that all necessary assumptions for the
convergence result of Algorithm 4 are satisfied. We will also analyze the convergence rate
with the help of Theorem 4.2. Therefore we use the results on PC-functions previously
presented.
The first step will be to calculate an element of the Clarke subdifferential, which we need
for the semismooth Newton method. Since Kµ, K l

µ and K l,L
µ are Lipschitz continuous we

know from Remark 4.1, part 1 that the Clarke subdifferential is nonempty. Then we will
use Lemma 4.3 and the following lemma to characterize and element of the subdifferentials.

Lemma 4.4 (Chain Rule). 1. Let V ⊂ Rl, W ⊂ Rn be nonempty open sets, let
g : V → W be Lipschitz continuous near x ∈ V and h : W → Rm be Lipschitz
continuous near g(x) ∈ W . Then f = h ◦ g is Lipschitz continuous near x and for
all v ∈ Rl, it holds that

∂Cf(x)v ⊂ co (∂Ch(g(x))∂Cg(x)v) .

2. Let g : Rl → Rn, x 7→ Ax with a matrix A ∈ Rn×l and h : Rn → Rn be Lipschitz
continuous. Then for f := h ◦ g it holds that for all x, v ∈ Rl

∂Cf(x)v = ∂Ch(Ax)Av.
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Proof. Part 1:
Proposition 2.3 in [23].

Part 2:
We can apply the first part of the proposition and use that ∂Cg(x) = {Jg(x)} = {A} for
all x ∈ Rl by Remark 4.1, part 4, since g is continuously differentiable. This implies that
for all v ∈ Rl

∂Cf(x)v ⊂ co (∂Ch(g(x))∂Cg(x)v)

= co {MhMgv : Mh ∈ ∂Ch(g(x)),Mg ∈ ∂Cg(x)}
= co {MhMgv : Mh ∈ ∂Ch(Ax),Mg ∈ {A}}
= co {MhAv : Mh ∈ ∂Ch(Ax)} .

Now since the mapping Rn×n → Rn,M 7→ MAv is linear and linear mappings preserve
convex hulls, we obtain

∂Cf(x)v ⊂ ∂Ch(Ax)Av.

For the other direction it is sufficient to show that ∂Bh(Ax)Av ⊂ ∂Bf(x)v. This fol-
lows by definition of the Bouligand subdifferential, since we can apply the chain rule for
the sequences used to define elements in ∂Bh(Ax)Av. Therefore those sequences also
characterize an element in ∂Bf(x)v.

Proposition 4.4. Let Kµ, K l
µ and K l,L

µ be defined as

Kµ(y(µ)) = c(µ)Sy(µ) + a(µ)M̃ max{0, y(µ)} − f(µ),

K l
µ(yl(µ)) = c(µ)ΨT

l SΨlyl(µ) + a(µ)ΨT
l M̃ max{0,Ψlyl(µ)} −ΨT

l f(µ),

K l,L
µ (yl(µ)) = c(µ)ΨT

l SΨlyl(µ) + a(µ)ΨT
l M̃Φ(P TΦ)−1 max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)} −ΨT

l f(µ),

(cf. Chapter 3) Let

Hµ(y(µ)) := c(µ)S + a(µ)M̃GN(y(µ)),

H l
µ(yl(µ)) := c(µ)ΨT

l SΨl + a(µ)ΨT
l M̃GN(Ψlyl(µ))Ψl,

H l,L
µ (yl(µ)) := c(µ)ΨT

l SΨl + a(µ)ΨT
l M̃Φ(P TΦ)−1GL(P TΨlyl(µ))P TΨl,

with GN and GL as defined in Lemma 4.3. Then for all v ∈ Rn and w ∈ Rl, we have

Hµ(y(µ))v ∈ ∂CKµ(y(µ))v, (28)
H l
µ(yl(µ))w ∈ ∂CK l

µ(yl(µ))w, (29)

H l,L
µ (yl(µ))w ∈ ∂CK l,L

µ (yl(µ))w. (30)

Proof. Equation (28) follows directly from Lemma 4.3. The last two equations follow
from Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 applied to max{0, ·} ◦Ψl and max{0, ·} ◦ (P TΨl).

Now we want to show that Kµ, K
l
µ and K l,L

µ are PC2-functions and that the FE- and
RB-problem especially satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.
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Proposition 4.5. Kµ, K
l
µ and K l,L

µ are first-order semismooth. Especially Algorithm 4
converges locally Q-quadratic for Kµ and K l

µ.

Proof. We start with the first-order semismoothness of Kµ, K
l
µ and K l,L

µ .
By Proposition 4.3 it is sufficient to show that the component functions of Kµ, K

l
µ and

K l,L
µ are first-order semismooth. For all component functions only the summand with the

maximum function is interesting, because the other summands are C2-fuctions and thus
PC2-functions. Proposition 4.1 then implies that the sum is also PC2 if we can show that
the summand including the maximum function is PC2. Then Proposition 4.2 implies
first-order semismoothness for the component functions.
First of all for Kµ this means that we only have to show that max{0, ·} : R → R is
first-order semismooth. For K l

µ and K l,L
µ this is sufficient as well by Proposition 4.1.

The maximum function is continuous and for x ∈ R we have max{0, x} ∈ {0, x}. There-
fore we can simply choose G1 ≡ 0 and G2 ≡ idR as collection of C2-functions. This choice
is independent of the neighborhood W ⊂ R. This shows that the maximum function is a
PC2-function and therefore by Proposition 4.2 also first-order semismooth.
Thus also Kµ, K

l
µ and K l,L

µ are first-order semismooth.

Now we want to show that the remaining assumptions for Theorem 4.2 are satisfied
for Kµ and K l

µ. We start with Kµ.
Theorem 2.2 applied to the lumped system ensures that there is exactly one element
y∗ ∈ RN with Kµ(y∗) = 0. Now we can use the general characterization of the Clarke
subdifferential from Lemma 4.3 for y ∈ RN we have

∂C max{0, y} = {H ∈ RN×N : H = diag(g1, . . . , gN) with gi ∈


{0}, yi < 0

{1}, yi ≥ 0,

[0, 1], yi = 0,

for i = 1, . . . , N}.

Since S and M̃ are positive definite this shows that every element of ∂CKµ(y) is positive
definite and thus regular.
This shows that the assumptions for Theorem 4.2 are satisfied for Kµ with γ = 1 and thus
the semismooth Newton method converges locally q-quadratically for the FE-problem.
For K l

µ we can argue similarly since a(µ)ΨT
l M̃GN(Ψlyl(µ))Ψl still defines a monotone

operator. Also every element of the Clarke subdifferential of a(µ)ΨT
l M̃GN(Ψlyl(µ))Ψl is

still positive semidefinite. Thus also for the RB-problem the semismooth Newton method
converges locally q-quadratically.

All in all we have shown that we can use Algorithm 4 to solve the root finding problems
for Kµ and K l

µ. We have also characterized elements of the Clarke subdifferential via
Proposition 4.4. Those elements can easily be assembled, since Lemma 4.3 states that we
only have to check if the components of the current iterate are negative.

Remark 4.5. For K l,L
µ we have only shown first-order semismoothness and characterized

an element of the subdifferential for the semismooth Newton method. That is because we
cannot directly conclude that a(µ)ΨT

l M̃Φ(P TΦ)−1 max{0, P TΨlyl(µ)} defines a monotone
operator and that a(µ)ΨT

l M̃Φ(P TΦ)−1GL(P TΨlyl(µ))P TΨl is positive semidefinite as we
did for the RB-problem.

Even though the last remark suggests that there might be problems with the semismooth
Newton method for RB-DEIM, we will not see any later on in the numerical examples.
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5 Optimization Problem

In this chapter we want to introduce an optimization problem involving a parameter µ and
an associated state y(µ) that solves the max-PDE (1) for parameter µ. Throughout this
chapter we will write y instead of y(µ) for a shorter notation. Also we will assume that the
assumptions for Theorem 2.1 are always satisfied. This optimization problem will serve
as an example, where a system needs to be solved for many different parameters. Thus
RB can be applied to solve the system more efficiently. For the mathematical formulation
of the problem let J : W ×Rp → R be the cost functional, µmin,i < µmax,i for i = 1, . . . , p
andW ⊂ H1

0 (G) be a closed subspace (see Definition 2.1). Then the optimization problem
can be formulated as

minimize
(y,µ)∈W×Rp

J (y, µ)

subject to c(µ)〈∇y,∇ϕ〉L2(G;Rn) + a(µ)〈max{0, y}, ϕ〉L2(G) = 〈f(µ), ϕ〉H−1(G),H1
0 (G) ∀ϕ ∈ W,

µmin,i ≤ µi ≤ µmax,i 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
(OP1)

The parameter set corresponding to the optimization problems constraint on µ is

P = {µ ∈ Rp : µmin,i ≤ µi ≤ µmax,i for 1 ≤ i ≤ p}.

As for the max-PDE in Chapter 2 we can use Lemma 2.1 to give an operator valued
reformulation of the optimization problem

minimize
(y,µ)∈W×P

J (y, µ)

subject to A(y;µ) = b(µ) in W ′,
(OP2)

with A as defined in Lemma 2.1 and b(µ) := idH−1(G),W ′ ◦ f(µ).
We introduce the space X = W ×P (with the product topology) and denote an element
in X as x = (y, µ) ∈ X. This gives the admissible set Xad := {(y, µ) ∈ W ×P : A(y;µ) =
b(µ) in W ′} ⊂ X. With the help of the solution operator S : P → W (see Definition 2.5)
we can introduce the reduced cost functional Ĵ : P → R as

Ĵ (µ) := J (S(µ), µ), µ ∈ P .

The point (ȳ, µ̄) ∈ W × P is a global solution to the optimization problem (OP2) if and
only if µ̄ ∈ P is a global solution to

minimize
µ∈P

Ĵ (µ) (OP3)

To summarize we have just shown the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1. (OP1) ⇔ (OP2) ⇔ (OP3).

Now we want to show that the optimization problem (OP3) has (at least one) global
solution under certain assumptions on the cost functional J . Therefore we use a version
of the Weierstrass theorem.

Theorem 5.1 (Weierstrass). Let X be a Banach space and C ⊂ X be compact and
nonempty. Let f : C → R be a continuous functional, then there exists a minimizer
x̄ ∈ C of f in C.

Proof. See Theorem 3 in [4].
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Theorem 5.2 (Existence of Global Solutions). Let the cost functional J be continuous.
Then the optimization problem (OP3) has at least one global solution µ̄ ∈ P.

Proof. By definition we have that P is nonempty and compact. Thus we only have to
show that Ĵ is continuous to use the Weierstrass theorem (Theorem 5.1). Note that we
can rewrite

Ĵ = J ◦ (S, idRp).

Lemma 2.6 especially implies that S is continuous. Thus Ĵ is continuous as a composition
of continuous operators. Now we can apply Theorem 5.1. This finishes the proof.

In general the solution will not be unique, since the optimization problem is non-convex.
We can easily see that the solution operator is (in general) not injective. Therefore we can
only hope to find local solutions with an optimization algorithm and we might need second
order conditions to verify that the obtained critical point actually is a local minimizer.
Of course this is problematic for non-smooth problems.

5.1 Optimality Conditions

Now we want to derive first-order necessary optimality conditions. Therefore we will
first generalize the concept of subdifferentials as introduced in the previous chapter to
real-valued function on Banach spaces.

Subdifferentials

Definition 5.1 (Subdifferentials - Infinite Dimensional). Let X be a separable Banach
space, G : X → R a Lipschitz continuous function and let DG denote the subset of
Gâteaux-differentiable points of G.

• Then the Bouligand subdifferential of G in u ∈ X is defined as

∂BG(u) := {Σ ∈ L(X, V ) : ∃(un)n∈N ⊂ DG with
un → u, n→∞ such that G′(un) ⇀ Σ, n→∞};

(See e.g. [19] or [3]).

• Then the Clarke subdifferential of G in u ∈ X is defined as

∂CG(u) := {Σ ∈ X ′ : G0(u; v) ≥ 〈Σ, v〉X′,X for all v ∈ X},

where G0(u; v) denotes the generalized directional derivative of G at u in direction
v, defined as

G0(u; v) := lim
w→u,
t↘0

sup
G(w + tv)−G(w)

t
;

(See [5]).

• If G is also convex, the convex subdifferential of G in u ∈ X is defined as

∂cG(u) := {Σ ∈ X ′ : G(v)−G(u) ≥ 〈Σ, v − u〉X′,X for all v ∈ X};

(See [5]).
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At this point we want to mention that it was rather difficult to find one common source,
where all different types of subdifferentials were introduced in the Banach space setting.
Also the definition of the Clarke subdifferential is equivalent to that used in the finite
dimensional setting in the case of scalar functions (see Definition 4.1). To show the
similarities to the finite dimensional setting we generalize Remark 4.1 to the infinite
dimensional case in the next remark.

Remark 5.1. Assume in the following statements that X is a separable Banach space
and that G : X → R is a Lipschitz continuous function.

1. ∂CG(u) ⊂ X ′ is nonempty, convex and weak∗-compact. ( [5], Proposition 2.1.2).

2. Let (un)n∈N ⊂ X and (Σn)n∈N ⊂ X ′ be sequences such that Σn ∈ ∂CG(un) for n ∈ N.
Suppose that un converges to u in X, and that Σ is an accumulation point of (Σn)n∈N
in the weak∗ topology (i.e. there exists a subsequence of (Σn)n∈N that converges to
Σ). Then it holds that Σ ∈ ∂CG(u), i.e. ∂CG is weak∗-closed; ( [5], Proposition
2.1.5 b).

3. For u ∈ X the Bouligand subdifferential ∂BG(u) is nonempty and it holds that
∂BG(u) ⊂ ∂CG(u).

4. If G is also convex, we have ∂cG(u) = ∂CG(u) for u ∈ X. ( [5], Proposition 2.2.7)

Proof. We only show 3, since we have given references for the other statements.
It follows from Proposition 5.1.5 in [1] that ∂BG(u) is nonempty, since G has finite di-
mensional range.
For u ∈ X let Σ ∈ ∂BG(u) be an element of the Bouligand subdifferential. Then there
exist sequences (un)n∈N ⊂ DG with un → u, n → ∞ and G′(un) ⇀ Σ, n → ∞. Because
G is Gâteaux-differentiable at un, we have G′(un) ⊂ ∂CG(un) for all n ∈ N. Therefore, it
follows that Σ ∈ ∂CG(u) since ∂CG is weak∗-closed (part 2).

Optimality Conditions

Now that the necessary tools are introduced, we turn our attention back towards first-
order necessary optimality conditions. We work with a simplified version of the general
optimization problem. Basically we set all µ-dependent functions on the left-hand side
to one, choose W = H1

0 (G) and want the right-hand side of the PDE to be linear in µ.
We follow [3], where a slightly different problem with a control in L2(G) is treated. Our
optimization problem can be formulated as

minimize
(y,µ)∈H1

0 (G)×Rp
J (y, µ)

subject to A(y) := −∆y + max{0, y} = Bµ in H−1(G),
(OP4)

with a functional J : H1
0 (G) × Rp → R and a linear operator B ∈ L(Rp, L2(G)) instead

of a general right-hand side b(µ) as in the optimization problem (OP1). This is necessary
because we want to define the (Banach space) adjoint operator of B later. For the sake
of simplification we have also omitted the embedding on the right-hand side of the opti-
mization problem (OP4). To be more precise we have idL2G,H−1(G) ◦Bµ ∈ H−1(G). Note
that we have also dropped the constraints on the parameter set P , which is therefore no
longer compact. This is a problem for two reasons. First of all we cannot apply Theorem
5.2 anymore to ensure the existence of global solutions. The second problem is, that the
RB-method needs the compactness of P . The idea will be to use RB on a sufficiently
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large subset of Rp. But both problems will be discussed in detail later on in this chapter.

It holds that the right-hand side of the PDE constraint in (OP4) is not only in H−1(G)
(via embedding), but also in L2(G). This gives higher regularity of the solution as in
Lemma 2.4. We want to remind the reader of the Hilbert space Y defined as Y := {y ∈
H1

0 (G) : ∆y ∈ L2(G)}.

Again we follow [3] and introduce the solution operator to the linearized version of the
PDE constraint in the optimization problem.

Definition 5.2 (Linear Solution Operator Gχ). For a given χ ∈ L∞(G) with χ ≥ 0 a.e.
in G and h ∈ H−1(G), we define Gχ ∈ L(L2(G), Y ) as the solution operator of the linear
equation

−∆η + χη = h in H−1(G).

Since χ ≥ 0 a.e. in G holds, we can apply the Lax-Milgram lemma. Therefore, the oper-
ator Gχ is well-defined.

Now we have everything we need to formulate the optimality conditions, which are de-
rived as a limit system of a regularized version of the max-PDE. This is quite long and
technical and we will not go into detail here. But everything is explained in detail in [3].

Theorem 5.3 (Optimality System). Let J : Y × Rp → R in (OP4) be weakly lower
semi-continuous and continuously Fréchet-diferentiable. Let µ̄ ∈ Rp be locally optimal for
(OP4) with associated state ȳ ∈ Y . Then there exists a multiplier χ ∈ L∞(G) and an
adjoint state p ∈ L2(G) such that

−∆ȳ + max{0, ȳ} = Bµ̄ in H−1(G), (31a)
p = (Gχ)′∂yJ (ȳ, µ̄) in H−1(G), (31b)
χ(x) ∈ ∂c max{0, ȳ(x)} a.e. in G, (31c)
B′p+ ∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄) = 0 in Rp. (31d)

Here ∂c max{0, ȳ(x)} denotes the convex subdifferential of the maximum function max{0, ·} :
R→ R at ȳ(x) as defined in Definition 4.1-3.

Proof. See Theorem 4.4 in [3].

Remark 5.2. Note that we have suppressed some canonical identifications. To be more
precise it holds that

(Gχ)′ ∈ L(Y ′, L2(G)′), ∂yJ (ȳ, ū) ∈ Y ′,
p ∈ L2(G) ∼= L2(G)′

and therefore

p, (Gχ)′∂yJ (ȳ, ū) ∈ L2(G)′ ⊂ H−1(G).

Also

B′ ∈ L(L2(G)′,Rp′), ∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄) ∈ Rp′ ∼= Rp

and thus

B′p+ ∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄) ∈ Rp.
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Now we want to state a result on higher regularity of the optimality system if the cost
functional is Frechet-differentiable on a larger space.

Corollary 5.1 (Higher Regularity of the Optimality System). Assume that in Theorem
5.3 the cost J is also continuously Frechet-differentiable from H1

0 (G) × Rp → R, then
p ∈ H1

0 (G). If J is also continuously Frechet-differentiable from L2(G) × Rp → R, then
p ∈ Y . Also in both cases equation (31b) in Theorem 5.3 can be replaced by

−∆p+ χp = ∂yJ (ȳ, µ̄) in H−1(G). (32)

Proof. See Corollary 4.5 in [3].

In practice we will use cost functionals of the form

J (y, µ) :=
1

2
‖y − yd‖2

L2(G) +
σ

2
‖µ− µd‖2

Rp

with yd ∈ L2(G) and µd ∈ Rp. The following lemma shows that the regularity assumptions
of Corollary 5.1 are automatically satisfied in this case.

Lemma 5.1. For yd ∈ L2(G) and µd ∈ Rp the function J : L2(G) × Rp → R, (y, µ) 7→
1
2
‖y − yd‖2

L2(G) + σ
2
‖µ− µd‖2

Rp is weakly lower semi-continuous and continuously Fréchet-
differentiable. We can apply Theorem 5.2, which gives the existence of global solutions.

Proof. Since the norm is weakly lower semi-continuous, so is J (see Lemma 2.10, part 3
in [24]).
For the Fréchet-differentiability we first show the existence of the directional derivative.
Let (y0, µ0) ∈ L2(G)× Rp and (y, µ) ∈ L2(G)× Rp \ {0, 0}. For τ > 0 we calculate

J (y0 + τy, µ0 + τµ)− J (y0, µ0)

τ

=
1

2τ

(
‖y0 + τy − yd‖2

L2(G) − ‖y0 − yd‖2
L2(G) + σ

(
‖µ0 + τµ− µd‖2

Rp − ‖µ0 − µd‖2
Rp
))

=
1

2τ

(
2τ〈y0 − yd, y〉L2(G) + τ 2‖y‖2

L2(G) + σ
(
2τ〈µ0 − µd, µ〉Rp + τ 2‖µ‖2

Rp
))

= 〈y0 − yd, y〉L2(G) + 〈µ0 − µd, µ〉Rp +
τ

2

(
‖y‖2

L2(G) + ‖µ‖2
Rp

)
→ 〈y0 − yd, y〉L2(G) + 〈µ0 − µd, µ〉Rp , τ → 0.

Thus the directional derivative of J at (y0, µ0) in direction (y, µ) exists.
Since L2(G)×Rp 3 (y, µ) 7→ J ′(y0, µ0)(y, µ) = 〈y0−yd, y〉L2(G) + 〈µ0−µ0, µ〉 ∈ R is linear
and bounded, it is also the Gâteaux-derivative. The mapping J ′(y0, µ0) ∈ (L2(G)×Rp)′

is already the Fréchet-derivative of J at (y0, µ0), because we have

|J (y0 + y, µ0 + µ)− J (y, µ)− J ′(y0, µ0)(y, µ)| = 1

2

(
‖y‖2

L2(G) + σ‖µ‖2
Rp

)
= o

(
‖(y, µ)‖L2(G)×Rp

)
.

The continuity of the Fréchet-derivative follows from the elementwise continuity of the
scalar product.
Now we only have to show that we can apply Theorem 5.2. Therefore we use the reduced
cost functional Ĵ = J ◦ (S, idRp) as before. First note that Ĵ is continuous as compo-
sition of continuous functions and also coercive, since σ > 0. Thus we can restrict the
minimization to a compact subset P ⊂ Rp. With this compact subset the assumptions of
Theorem 5.2 are satisfied.
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Now we want to compare the strength of our optimality system with different optimality
conditions. For the notation we refer to Definition 5.1.

Theorem 5.4 (Optimality System and Stationarity Conditions). Let Ĵ be the reduced
cost functional for (OP4). It holds that:

µ̄ ∈ Rp is locally optimal for (OP4)
⇒ there exists χ ∈ L∞(G) and p ∈ L2(G) such that equations (31a) - (31d) hold
⇒ µ̄ is Bouligand-stationary for (OP4), i.e. 0 ∈ ∂BĴ (µ̄)
⇒ µ̄ is Clarke-stationary for (OP4), i.e. 0 ∈ ∂CĴ (µ̄)

Proof. See Theorem 4.7 in [3]. Note that the last implication directly follows from Remark
5.1, part 3.

The last Theorem shows that our optimality system generalizes the case of a differentiable
reduced cost functional as expected, i.e. in the differentiable case one would expect
∇Ĵ (µ̄) = 0. This now becomes Bouligand-stationarity ∂BĴ (µ̄) 3 0.
As already mentioned in the beginning of this section normally the RB-method would
require a compact parameter set, but as we will see now Theorem 5.4 does not simply
carry over to the case of parameter constraints.

Corollary 5.2 (Constrained Optimization Problem). If a constraint of the form µ ∈ P
with P ⊂ Rp convex and compact is added to the optimization problem (OP4). Then:

1. Theorem 5.3 still holds, but equation (31d) has to be replaced by the inequality

〈B′p+ ∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄), µ− µ̄〉Rp ≥ 0 ∀µ ∈ P . (33)

2. Theorem 5.4 does not hold anymore.

Proof. See Remark 4.9 in [3].

If we have box constraints on µ as in the beginning of this chapter, i.e. P = {µ ∈ Rp :
µmin,i ≤ µi ≤ µmax,i for i ∈ {1, . . . , p}} with µmin,i < µmax,i for i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we can
reformulate equation (33) in a componentwise form.

Lemma 5.2. If P = {µ ∈ Rp : µmin,i ≤ µi ≤ µmax,i for i ∈ {1, . . . , p}} with µmin,i <
µmax,i for i ∈ {1, . . . , p} in Corollary 5.2, then (33) is equivalent to the componentwise
form

µ̄i =


µmin,i, B′p+ ∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄) > 0,

∈ [µmin,i, µmax,i], B′p+ ∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄) = 0,

µmax,i, B′p+ ∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄) < 0

i = 1, . . . , p. (34)

Proof. Sufficiency:
Fix i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Since µ, µ̄ ∈ P we can choose µj = µ̄j for i 6= j ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Then
(33) implies

[B′p+ ∂J (ȳ, µ̄)]i[µ− µ̄]i ≥ 0 (35)

for an arbitrary i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and all µi ∈ [µmin,i, µmax,i]. Now suppose that without loss
of generality µ̄i > µmin,i for i ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that [B′p+ ∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄)]i > 0. Then we can
choose µi < µ̄i, which contradicts (35).
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Necessity:
We can rewrite (33) as

p∑
i=1

[B′p+ ∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄)]i[µ− µ̄]i ≥ 0 ∀µ ∈ P .

If for i ∈ {1, . . . , p} we have [B′p+∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄)]i > 0, then [B′p+∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄)]i[µi−µmin,i] ≥ 0
for all µ ∈ P . The other two cases can be shown analogously and therefore condition (34)
implies

p∑
i=1

[B′p+ ∂µJ (ȳ, µ̄)]i[µ− µ̄]i ≥ 0 ∀µ ∈ P .

5.2 Discretized Optimality System

Now we want to follow a discretize before optimize (DBO) approach and state the optimal-
ity condition for the discretized version of the optimization problem (OP4). Afterwards
we follow an optimize before reduce (OBR) approach and apply RB on the optimality
system.
Let us start with DBO. For more details on the discretization of the PDE constraint see
Chapter 3. The discretization of the cost functional is given by Jh : RN × Rp → R,
(y, µ) 7→ 1

2
(y− yd)TM(y− yd) + σ

2
(µ−µd)T (µ−µd) and the discretized PDE constraint is

given via Sy+M̃ max{0, y} = Bµ (see equation (16)). Here we have identified the matrix
B with the corresponding operator B plus embeddings. This gives the discretized version
of the optimization problem

minimize
(y,µ)∈RN×Rp

Jh(y, µ)

subject to Sy + M̃ max{0, y} = Bµ,
(DOP)

The same approach as for the continuous system gives the discretize then optimize opti-
mality system (see [3] for more details).

Theorem 5.5 (Discretized Optimality System). Let µ̄ ∈ Rp be locally optimal for (DOP)
with associated state ȳ ∈ RN . Then there exists a multiplier χ ∈ RN and an adjoint state
p ∈ RN such that

Sȳ + M̃ max{0, ȳ} = Bµ̄, (36a)

Sp+ M̃χ ◦ p = M(ȳ − yd), (36b)
χi ∈ ∂c max{0, ȳi}, i = 1, . . . , N, (36c)

BTp+ σ(µ̄− µd) = 0. (36d)

Here we denote χ ◦ p :=
N∑
i=1

χipiei, where ei ∈ RN is the i-th canonical basis vector.

Remark 5.3. Since σ > 0 we can rewrite equation (36d) as µ̄ = − 1
σ
BTp+µd and combine

this with equation (36a) to obtain the optimality system

Sȳ + M̃ max{0, ȳ} = − 1

σ
BBTp+Bµd, (37a)

Sp+ M̃χ ◦ p = M(ȳ − yd), (37b)
χi ∈ ∂c max{0, ȳi}, i = 1, . . . , N, (37c)
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with omitted parameter µ̄.

Now we can use the theory on the proximal operator of the maximum function and its
representation (see Lemma 4.2) to rewrite equation (37c) as ȳi = proxλmax(ȳi + λχi)
for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} with λ > 0. Let us introduce the function F : RN × RN × RN →
RN × RN × RN ,

(y, p, χ) 7→

Sy + M̃ max{0, y}+ 1
σ
BBTp−Bµd

Sp+ M̃χ ◦ p−M(y − yd)
M̃y − M̃proxλmax(y + λχ)

 .

Then the root finding problem for F is equivalent to the system in Remark 5.3. We only
have multiplied (37c) by M̃ to ensure a uniform scaling in the Newton algorithm (see [3])
and to project the same matrices in the RB-model. Note that F is a semismooth function,
since the maximum function and proxλmax are semismooth. For the semismoothness of
the maximum function see Proposition 4.4. For the proximal operator proxλmax we will
not go into details of the proof, which is a direct consequence of the representation given
in Lemma 4.2 (see [3]). This means that we can apply a semismooth Newton method
to solve the root finding problem. Therefore we have to characterize an element of the
Clarke subdifferential H(y, p, χ) ∈ ∂CF (y, p, χ). The characterizations given in Lemma
4.2 implies that we can choose

H(y, p, χ) =

S + M̃diag(1I+) 1
σ
BBT 0

−M S + M̃diag(χ) M̃diag(p)

M̃ − M̃diag(1Iλ) 0 −λM̃diag(1Iλ).

 (38)

Here we use the notation I+ := {i ∈ {1, . . . , N} : yi ≥ 0} and Iλ := {i ∈ {1, . . . , N} :
yi +λχi /∈ [0, λ]} and denote with 1I+ and 1Iλ the characteristic vectors corresponding to
these index sets.
One problem is that if for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} we have pi = 0 and yi + λχi ∈ [0, λ] at the
same time, then the matrix becomes singular. To solve this problem we use an active set
approach and remove the components of χ corresponding to those indices from the system
and leave them unchanged. This approach is summarized in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 5: Active Set Semismooth Newton Method

Require: Function F , parameter λ > 0, starting point
(y0, p0, χ0) ∈ RN × RN × RN , absolute error tolerance
εdabs > 0, relative error tolerance εdrel > 0, maximum number
of iterations kmax ∈ N

Return : (Approximated) root (ȳ, p, χ)
1 k = 0, d0 = 2εdabs;
2 while ‖dk‖ > εdrel‖(y0, p0, χ0)T‖R3N + εdabs and k ≤ kmax do
3 Calculate Ik+ = {i ∈ {1, . . . , N} : yki ≥ 0} and

Ikλ = {i ∈ {1, . . . , N} : yki + λχki /∈ [0, λ]};
4 Choose H(yk, pk, χk) as in equation (38);
5 Reduce system with Algorithm 6 (Algorithm 7 for RB);
6 Calculate dk by solving the reduced system

H(yk, pk, χk)dk = −F (yk, pk, χk);
7 Set (yk+1, pk+1, χk+1) = (yk, pk, χk) + dk;
8 Set k = k + 1;
9 end

10 Set (ȳ, p, χ) = (yk, pk, χk);
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The notation might be slightly irritating, but in the Newton update we only update those
elements of the multiplier χ which correspond to the reduced system.
The reduction of the system is described in the following algorithm
Algorithm 6: Reduction I

Require: Vector F (yk, pk, χk), matrix H(yk, pk, χk), index set Ikλ and
current iterate pk

Return : Reduced vector F (yk, pk, χk), reduced matrix H(yk, pk, χk)
1 for i /∈ Ikλ do
2 if pki = 0 then
3 Remove χki and corresponding entries from the system

H(yk, pk, χk)dk = −F (yk, pk, χk);
4 end
5 end

We neither have checked all the assumptions from the convergence theorems of the semis-
mooth Newton method, nor can we apply them directly because of the active set strategy.
But for this work it is more important to focus on numerical results in the next chapter
and use the optimization problem as an example, then to get lost in analytical details.
The same is true for the RB-approach we will present now. The idea is the same as in
Chapter 3, but of course we have only shown results for the max-PDE there and not
for the other PDEs which appear in the optimality system. But we will see that for the
RB-greedy we only have to solve the max-PDE (which we have analyzed in detail) and
a linear PDE (for which RB is well known, see e.g. [11]). For the multiplier χ we do not
have to solve anything, but we will see in the next chapter, that RB can fail to provide a
good basis for χ.

So let us come back to the original question of how to introduce RB in this situation. We
will first introduce the RB-approximated system and afterwards discuss how to deal with
solutions that are not in the approximated area. Another problem will be the reduction
of the RB-system, as done in Algorithm 6, to avoid singularities.
The idea is to treat the first two lines of F (state and adjoint) with one common reduced
basis Ψy,p

l ∈ RN×(L1+L2) and the third line with a separate reduced basis Ψχ
l ∈ RN×L3 .

This again motivates the scaling introduced in equation (37c). The necessity for three
variables L1, L2 and L3 will become clearer later when we discuss the RB-greedy algo-
rithm. Now we can introduce a projection

~Ψl :=

Ψy,p
l 0 0
0 Ψy,p

l 0
0 0 Ψχ

l

 ∈ R3N×(2(L1+L2)+L3).

This means that the RB-system can be expressed as F l(yl, pl, χl) = 0 with

F l : Rl × Rl × Rl → Rl × Rl × Rl, F l(yl, pl, χl) := ~Ψl

T
F (~Ψl (yl, pl, χl)

T )

and yl, pl ∈ RL1+L2 and χl ∈ RL3 . Equivalently F l reads as

F l(y, p, χ) =

Ψy,p
l

TSΨy,p
l yl + Ψy,p

l
TM̃ max{0,Ψy,p

l yl}+ 1
σ
Ψy,p
l

TBBTΨy,p
l pl −Ψy,p

l
TBµd

Ψy,p
l

TSΨy,p
l pl + Ψy,p

l
TM̃(Ψχ

l χl) ◦ (Ψy,p
l pl)−Ψy,p

l
TM(Ψy,p

l yl − yd)
Ψχ
l
TM̃Ψy,p

l yl −Ψχ
l
TM̃proxλmax(Ψy,p

l yl + λΨχ
l χl)

 .

Again we can characterize an element of the Clarke subdifferentialH l(yl, pl, χl) ∈ ∂CF l(yl, pl, χl)
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as follows

H l(yl, pl, χl) :=Ψy,p
l

TSΨy,p
l + Ψy,p

l
TM̃diag(1Il+)Ψy,p

l
1
σ
Ψy,p
l

TBBTΨy,p
l 0

−Ψy,p
l

TMΨy,p
l Ψy,p

l
TSΨy,p

l + diag(Ψχ
l χl)Ψ

y,p
l Ψχ

l
TM̃diag(Ψy,p

l pl)Ψ
χ
l

Ψy,p
l

TM̃Ψy,p
l −Ψy,p

l
TM̃diag(1Ilλ)Ψy,p

l 0 −λΨχ
l
TM̃diag(1Ilλ)Ψχ

l

 .

This time we have used the projected index sets I l+ := {i ∈ {1, . . . , N} : (Ψy,p
l yl)i ≥ 0}

and I lλ := {i ∈ {1, . . . , N} : (Ψy,p
l yl)i +λ(Ψχ

l χl)i /∈ [0, λ]} and denote with 1Il+ and 1Ilλ the
corresponding characteristic vectors.
Now we choose a box Pκ centered at µd of size 2κ > 0 as parameter set for the RB-
approximation. We choose a discrete training set Strain ⊂ Pκ for Algorithm 1. As error
indicator we choose

∆s
OP (V l, µ) :=

√
‖y(µ)− yl(µ)‖2

H1(G) + ‖p(µ)− pl(µ)‖2
H1(G) + ‖χ(µ)− χl(µ)‖2

L2(G).

Here we have explicitly denoted the µ dependency. For the continuous problem Corollary
5.1 ensures the necessary H1-regularity for p. But since we only have χ ∈ L∞(G) we
evaluate χ in L2-norm. Note that in F l and H l the parameter µ does not appear explicitly
anymore, because of the reformulation from Remark 5.3. So in order to generate the
projection ~Ψl we use the FE-system

Sy + M̃ max{0, y} −Bµ = 0, (39a)

Sp+ M̃χ ◦ p−M(y − yd) = 0, (39b)
χi ∈ ∂c max{0, ȳi}, i = 1, . . . , N, (39c)

with parameters µ ∈ Strain in the RB-greedy procedure. Note that this is exactly the
system corresponding to (36a) - (36d). First we solve (39a) to obtain y. Then we can
insert y into (39c) and use Lemma 4.2, part 3 to get χ. Finally we insert y and χ into
(39b) and solve the linear system for p.
In the RB-greedy it can happen, that at iteration k ∈ N the error is maximal for a
parameter µk, but e.g. y(µk) is linear dependent on Ψy,p

k . In this case we do not add
y(µk) to the RB-basis Ψy,p

k+1. Instead we only add p(µk) to Ψy,p
k+1 and χ(µk) to Ψχ

k+1.
This can also happen when the FE-snapshots generated from the training set are linearly
dependent. In Chapter 3 this could not happen for the max-PDE, because the error
indicator never chose linear dependent elements due to Corollary 3.1. Therefore we had
to introduce L1, L2 and L3.

Remark 5.4. If the snapshots are rich enough and this problem does not occure, we
always have L1 = L2 = L3. There are also RB-approaches where different values are used
to begin with.

Now we can use Algorithm 5 with F l and H l instead of F and H. The remaining problem
is that we cannot use Algorithm 6 to ensure that the system is not singular anymore,
because we project into the RB-space. Instead we simply check for zero columns as
explained in Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 7: Reduction II

Require: Vector F l(ykl , p
k
l , χ

k
l ), matrix H l(ykl , p

k
l , χ

k
l ), index set I lλ

k

Return : Reduced vector F l(ykl , p
k
l , χ

k
l ), reduced matrix

H l(ykl , p
k
l , χ

k
l )

1 Set T :=

(
Ψχ
l
TM̃diag(Ψy,p

l pkl )Ψ
χ
l

−λΨχ
l
TM̃diag(1

Ilλ
kΨχ

l

)
;

2 for i ∈ {1, . . . , L2} do
3 if i-th column of T is 0 then
4 Remove i-th entry of χkl and corresponding entries from the

system H(ykl , p
k
l , χ

k
l )d

k = −F (ykl , p
k
l , χ

k
l );

5 end
6 end

In every iteration we use the gradient equation (equation (OP4)) rewritten as

µk = − 1

σ
BTΨy,p

l pkl + µd

to check if µk ∈ Pκ. If so, this means that the optimization algorithm only works within
the area approximated by RB. If not we set κnew = 2κ and start again.

Remark 5.5. Another approach to avoid singularities would be to delete elements of F
and H on the FE-level and project afterwards. The problem here is, that we have to project
in every iteration of Algorithm 5. This is computationally expensive. With our approach
we can work with the RB-system and delete entries there.
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6 Numerical Results

Throughout the first part of this chapter our goal is to test the previously introduced RB-
method, the different error estimators and RB-DEIM-method for the max-PDE. Based
on the theoretical results we want to answer the following questions:

• Can we hope to archive good results with RB for problems of type (1)? Are the
RB-systems low-dimensional?

• How fast does the RB-method converge?

• How efficient is the error estimator ∆w?

• Is the RB-DEIM approximated model still sufficiently accurate?

• If so, what is the speed-up compared to the nonlinear RB-method?

To answer these questions we will focus on an example with one- and two-dimensional
parameter set P on the unit square. We will construct a parameter dependent function
y and show that it is a solution to the strong formulation of the max-PDE and thus also
solves the weak formulation. Then we construct the corresponding right-hand side f and
use this as test problem. This allows us to construct a solution y with the following
properties:

1. Solutions to different parameters are linearly independent.

2. Solutions change their sign on a sufficiently large subset of the domain.

3. The change of sign is also parameter dependent.

4. The influence of the max-term is not too small.

We want to comment on 2 and 4. If the solution y would not change its sign, then the semi-
linear problem (1) would actually be linear, since either 〈max{0, y}, ·〉L2(G) = 〈0, ·〉L2(G)

or 〈max{0, y}, ·〉L2(G) = 〈y, ·〉L2(G). Analogously if the influence of the max-term would
be too weak, the differential operator would be dominated by the Laplacian and thus
be almost linear. Another advantage is that we can compare the FE-solution with the
analytical solution.
Afterwards we focus on two optimization problems in the second part of this chapter.
The first example will be again constructed such that the analytical solution is known.
For the second example we do not know the analytical solution.

For all examples the parameters εdabs = 10−11, εdrel = 10−10 and kmax = 30 are used in the
semismooth Newton method (Algorithm 4) and active set semismooth Newton method
(Algorithm 5). The initial Newton guess is always zero. Additionally always the same
number of steps is used for the spacial discretization in x1- and x2-direction, which will
therefore only be denoted as nx ∈ N.
As programming language Python 3 (version 3.7) is used. The mass matrix, stiffness
matrix and right-hand side of the PDEs are assembled with FEniCS. Afterwards every-
thing is implemented on our own as described in the previous chapters. As linear solver
NumPys standard linear solver is used. But whenever possible sparse formulations using
SciPys sparse modul are implemented instead. Even so the implementation might not be
optimized for speed as good as possible. All computations are performed on an Intel Core
i5-3317U 1.7 GHz, 4 GB RAM Ubuntu 19.04 notebook.
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6.1 Max-PDE

6.1.1 Example 1

We start with the construction of a test problem as previously described. We will use
(µBVP) with c(µ) = 1, a(µ) = 8π2µ, G = [0, 1]2 and P = [µmin, µmax] with 0 ≤ µmin <
µmax. This gives {

−∆y + 8π2µmax{0, y} = f(µ), in G,
y = 0, on ∂G.

(40)

The corresponding weak formulation is

〈∇y,∇ϕ〉L2(G;Rn) + 8π2µ〈max{0, y}, ϕ〉L2(G) = 〈f(µ), ϕ〉H−1(G),H1
0 (G) ∀ϕ ∈ W. (41)

Now we build a solution for the strong version (problem (40)), by showing that it is
sufficiently regular, satisfy the boundary condition and afterwards we calculate the cor-
responding right-hand side f(µ).
Therefore let us denote

A :=

[
0,

1

2

]
×
[
0,

1

2

]
, B :=

[
1

2
, 1

]
×
[
0,

1

2

]
,

C :=

[
1

2
, 1

]
×
[

1

2
, 1

]
, D :=

[
0,

1

2

]
×
[

1

2
, 1

]
.

and define

h : R2 → R, (x1, x2) 7→ sin2(2πx1) sin2(2πx2)

b1 : [µmin, µmax]→ R, µ 7→ 1− 2

(
min

{
max

{
3

µ− µmin
µmax − µmin

, 2

}
, 3

}
− 2

)
b2 : [µmin, µmax]→ R, µ 7→ −1 + 2

(
min

{
max

{
3

µ− µmin
µmax − µmin

, 1

}
, 2

}
− 1

)
b3 : [µmin, µmax]→ R, µ 7→ 1− 2 min

{
max

{
3

µ− µmin
µmax − µmin

, 0

}
, 1

}
The functions b1, b2 and b3 are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Functions b1, b2 and b3 for µmin = 0 and µmax = 3.
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Then for µ ∈ [µmin, µmax] the function

y(µ) : G→ R, x := (x1, x2) 7→


0; x ∈ A,
b1(µ)h(x), x ∈ B,
b2(µ)h(x), x ∈ C,
b3(µ)h(x), x ∈ D,

is in C2(G) and is 0 on ∂G.
The second statement is clear, since h(x) = 0 for x ∈ ∂G. To show the regularity note
that

∇h(x) = ∇(sin2(2πx1) sin2(2πx2)) = 4π

(
sin(2πx1) cos(2πx1) sin2(2πx2)
sin2(2πx1) sin(2πx2) cos(2πx2)

)
and

∇2h(x) = ∇2(sin2(2πx1) sin2(2πx2))

= 8π2

(
(cos2(2πx1)− sin2(2πx1)) sin2(2πx2) 2 sin(2πx1) cos(2πx1) sin(2πx2) cos(2πx2)

2 sin(2πx1) cos(2πx1) sin(2πx2) cos(2πx2) sin2(2πx1)(cos2(2πx2)− sin2(2πx2))

)
.

Both derivatives vanish on the boundaries of A,B,C,D and thus y(µ) ∈ C2(G) follows.
Now we use

f(µ) = −∆y(µ) + 8π2µmax{0, y(µ)} =
0, x ∈ A,
−b1(µ)∆h(x) + 8π2µmax{0, b1(µ)h(x)}, x ∈ B,
−b2(µ)∆h(x) + 8π2µmax{0, b2(µ)h(x)}, x ∈ C,
−b3(µ)∆h(x) + 8π2µmax{0, b3(µ)h(x)}, x ∈ D,

with

∆h(x) = −8π2
(
2 sin2(2πx1) sin2(2πx2)− cos2(2πx1) sin2(2πx2)− sin2(2πx1) cos2(2πx2)

)
.

(42)

Then y(µ) is exactly the solution to (40) with right-hand side f(µ). It also holds that
f(µ) ∈ C0(G) and since G is compact therefore also f(µ) ∈ L2(G) and we can define
〈f(µ), ·〉L2(G) ∈ H−1(G). Thus we can also use f to construct the weak problem (41).

The question remains why this is a good example for RB and the max-PDE. To see
this let us choose µmin = 0 and µmax = 3. In Figure 2 we can see solutions for different
parameter values.

As we can see there is always area A and the boundaries of A,B,C and D where the
solution is zero. Also the three domes in the areas B,C andD change their sign depending
on the parameter. First D, then C and then B. This gives the parameter dependence
of the positive, negative and zero areas of the solution. Also we can see in equation (42)
that the Laplacian scales with 8π2 and thus we have set a(µ) = 8π2µ to ensure that the
max-term is not dominated by the Laplacian.
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Figure 2: Solutions for µ = 0 (top left), µ = 0.5 (top right), µ = 1 (bottom left) and
µ = 3 (bottom right).

Now we will focus on the numerical results.

RB

From a numerical point of view a first indicator for good RB-approximability is the
eigenvalue decay in the RB-snapshots. If the eigenvalues decay fast enough, the system
can usually be approximated well with a low dimensional space. Therefore we perform a
so called POD-test, i.e. POD with respect to the mass matrix M on {y(µ) : µ ∈ Strain}.
This is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Eigenvalue decay for the 30 largest eigenvalues.
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As we can see the eigenvalues decay rapidly and a value below 10−14 is reached after 30
iterations. This means that chances are good, that the system can be approximated with
a low dimensional RB-basis.
We have used nx = 20 steps in x1- and x2-direction, µmin = 0, µmax = 3 and an equidis-
tant training set with |Strain| = 30.

The next thing we want to do is calculate the maximum, minimum and average H1-error
between the analytical solution and the FE-solution on the parameter set P for different
grids. Therefore we use a test set Stest of 100 equidistant points. We have excluded points
which where also chosen by the RB-greedy from the test set. That is because they would
have zero FE-to-RB-error by Corollary 3.1. The results are shown in Table 1.

nx maximum error minimum error average error
20 2.529 · 10−1 1.930 · 10−1 2.142 · 10−1

30 1.164 · 10−1 8.923 · 10−2 9.888 · 10−2

40 6.621 · 10−2 5.098 · 10−2 5.639 · 10−2

Table 1: Maximum, minimum and average H1-norm error between analytical solution
and FE-solution for different grids.

The first thing we can see here is that the error decays almost quadratically in H1-norm
for the average error. That is more than one would expect for e.g. piecewise lineare Finite
Elements and linear PDEs (see e.g. [7]). Additionally we can see that the H1-error itself
is still not that small. This is probably a result of the chosen example and the mass-
lumping error. Also due to limited computational power, we cannot use too fine grids
without very long computation times. Especially since we have to solve the max-PDE
many times for different parameters. All our grids have the property, that grid points lie
on the boundaries of the domains A,B,C and D. Compared to other grids tested (and
not shown here) this seems to be a favourable property.

We can also use this error as an indicator on what tolerance εtol to choose for the RB-
greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1). We want an error tolerance low enough so that the error
between the RB-solution and the analytical solution is dominated by the FE-error. But
it makes no sense to use a tolerance of e.g. 10−5 below the FE-error. Here we will use
εtol = 10−3, which is about ten times smaller than the average error between the analyt-
ical and the FE-solution. Note that this is only possible, because we have constructed
the example in a way, that we already know the analytical solution. In general one only
has the error comparison between FE- and RB-solution available. That is why in the
RB-theory in Chapter 3 we have assumed the FE-solution to be the true solution.

First we construct the RB-basis for the grids previously introduced and compare the
strong RB-greedy with ∆s as error indicator and the weak RB-greedy with ∆w as error
indicator. (See Chapter 3 for the definitions.) The results are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: RB-greedy error for nx = 20 (top left), nx = 30 (top right) and nx = 40
(bottom).

We can see the numerical verification of Proposition 3.1. The error estimator ∆w always
lies above the true RB-error ∆s and thus needs two more iterations to reach the tolerance
εtol for nx = 30, 40. But still the error estimator ∆w is sharp and mimics the behavior
of the true RB-error ∆s. Additionally the number of basis functions decreases for a finer
grids. This could be because for a finer grid the dynamics of the true solution are repre-
sented more accurately and are thus easier to approximate with RB.

For the error estimator, the question is not only how sharp it is, but also how long it
takes to compute it. The idea behind ∆w was to introduce a hopefully sharp and fast
computable error estimator. Now we know that it is sharp, but what about the compu-
tation time. A comparison is done in Table 2.

nx time ∆s [s] time ∆w [s]
20 16.64 16.94
30 114.32 100.66
40 552.37 378.11

Table 2: Computational time for basis generation with ∆s and ∆w for different grids.

This result shows that with the error estimator ∆w a RB-basis can be generated faster
than with the true RB-error ∆s, especially for finer grids. For nx = 20 the error estimator
is slightly slower than the true RB-error. This could be because for small systems also
other factors influence computational time stronger. Additionally it should be said that
we have counted the overall computational time to generate the RB-basis and not just the
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evaluation of the error estimator. Because we think that this is the important quantity
when we generate a RB-basis. Also the results can be different if the size of the RB-basis
is close to the size of the training set. Since we have to calculate a FE-solution every time
an element is added to the RB-basis, this means that also when we use ∆w we have to
calculate almost all the FE-solutions and additionally the error estimator. When we use
the error estimator ∆w to evaluate the error on a test set Stest no FE-solutions have to
be calculated and the result will be different. Also the implementation could play a role,
since it might not be optimal.

For a better understanding of how the basis is chosen we can also look at the order
of the parameters for which FE-solutions are added to the RB-basis. This is shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Parameters chosen by the error indicators ∆s and ∆w for grids with nx = 20
(top left), nx = 30 (top right) and nx = 40 (bottom).

We can see that for all three grids exactly the same points are chosen, the only difference
is that for finer grids the algorithm converges faster. So lets focus on what happens for the
coarsest grid with nx = 20. In the first iteration the parameter is fixed to be chosen in the
middle of the training set. Afterwards the strong and weak error indicator choose different
parameters. This could be due to the fact that multiple parameters have almost the same
error and the algorithm then chooses the first one. But nonetheless both indicators choose
mainly values around µmin, µmax and 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5. That is because 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5
correspond to the parameter values where a change of sign happens in the solution. This
means that the max-term is more active.
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This behavior can be seen clearer when we plot the error indicators on the previously
introduced test set Stest as done in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Error indicators ∆s and ∆w over test set Stest for nx = 20 (top left), nx = 30
(top right) and nx = 40 (bottom).

Again we can see that the error estimator mimics the behavior of the true RB-error.
Also the finer the grid, the clearer we can see three spikes at 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 where the
RB-approximation struggles to approximate the FE-solution. In between the maximum
error lies in the middle of the basis elements, as can be seen e.g. in the parameter interval
[1.5, 2] for nx = 30. We can also see in the plots for nx = 30 and nx = 40, that the spike at
0.5 and 2.5 are much steeper on the left. For the spikes at 1.5 it is the other way around.
This shows that in the area where the change of sign happens, the negative sign is harder
to approximate.

As done previously for the error between the analytical solution and the FE-solution,
we can again take the maximum, minimum and average of the error indicators over the
test set. This is done for different sizes of the reduced basis to show the convergence
behavior of RB on the test set. The results are shown in Figure 7.

As previously mentioned we can observe that the decay happens faster for finer grids. But
besides that for all grids the curves behave in the same way, especially for the average
of the error indicators. Also both average error indicators lie below the tolerance εtol of
the RB-greedy algorithm. Moreover the maximum of ∆s is approximately at (or below)
10−3. This means that we have chosen a good training set and even the maximum error
is in the area of the RB-greedy tolerance. The minimum of the error indicators tends to
stagnate from time to time. Again we can observe that the error estimator ∆w lies above
∆s.
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Figure 7: Decay of error indicators for different grids: nx = 20 (top left), nx = 30 (top
right) and nx = 40 (bottom).

Now we have finished the main part of the RB-analysis of the first example. But before
we continue with RB-DEIM, we want to answer some more questions.
What happens if we choose a larger training set and fix all other parameters? As we have
established just now, the chosen number of 30 parameters is good enough for the training
set. But what about the number of basis functions, does it depend on the size of the
training set? To answer that question we fix nx = 30 and run the RB-greedy algorithm
for training sets with 20, 30, 40 and 50 equidistant parameters. In all cases nine basis
functions are necessary for ∆s and eleven basis functions are necessary for ∆w. Thus the
number of basis functions is independent of the chosen training sets. That is another
reason why 30 is a reasonable size for the training set.

The next question concerns the tolerance of the RB-greedy algorithm. How many ba-
sis functions are necessary for smaller (or larger) tolerances and how does this influence
the computational time of the two error indicatorss? This time we have fixed |Strain| = 50.
The results are listed in Table 3

εtol # basis functions (∆s) # basis functions (∆w) time (∆s) [s] time (∆w) [s]
10−2 4 5 140.74 47.50
10−3 9 11 190.24 128.22
10−4 16 20 248.60 346.33
10−5 26 32 439.17 693.45

Table 3: Number of basis functions and computational time in seconds for both error
indicators and different RB-greedy tolerances εtol.
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As expected the number of basis functions strongly increases for smaller error tolerances.
In the beginning it more than doubles and than somewhat slows down. We can also see
that for RB-bases which are larger compared to the size of the training set the true RB-
error is faster than the error estimator. That is because whenever an element is added
to the RB-basis, we have to compute a FE-solution with the error estimator as well. For
the true RB-error we just calculate all the FE-solutions in the beginning and then the
evaluation of the error is cheaper than with the error estimator.

RB-DEIM

Now we turn our attention towards the RB-DEIM-model. As for the RB-model we first
perform a POD-test on the snapshot matrix E from Algorithm 3, i.e. on {max{0, y(µ)} :
µ ∈ SDEIM}. The results are shown in Figure 8. Note that this time for DEIM the POD
is performed with respect to the idendity matrix instead of the mass matrix. (See Chapter
3.4)
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Figure 8: Eigenvalue decay for the 30 largest eigenvalues of DEIM.

We can still see a fast eigenvalue decay, even if not as fast as for the FE-snapshots in Figure
3. After 30 iterations we have reached a value below 10−8 and not 10−14 as previously. But
again this gives hope for good approximability of the nonlinearity. We use the previous
settings. For the eigenvalue plot we have used nx = 20 and Ls = 40 and L = 30 in
Algorithm 3.
Now we want to compare the DEIM-points, i.e. the grid points corresponding to ~i from
DEIM for the three different grids previously introduced. The results are shown in Figure
9.

It is hard to interpret those results, because there seems to be no obvious connection.
One might argue that all three plots have some sort of empty stripe in the upper right
corner, but even that is not really clear. The problem is of course that the DEIM points
are generated from snapshots for different parameters. This makes it harder to establish
a connection. But sometimes clustering behavior can be observed, see e.g. [2] for an
example.
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Figure 9: First 20 points chosen by DEIM for different grids: nx = 20 (top left), nx = 30
(top right) and nx = 40 (bottom).

Now we will focuse on a comparison of the maximum, minimum and average H1-error for
RB and RB-DEIM with both ∆s and ∆w as error indicator and the average computational
time on the test set. We use the same test set as previously (equidistant with 100 points
and points corresponding to RB-basis elements excluded). The error results are listed in
Table 4 and the computational times in Table 5.

nx = 20
Error RB with ∆s RB with ∆w RB-DEIM with ∆s RB-DEIM with ∆w

max 7.596 · 10−4 7.596 · 10−4 4.705 · 10−3 4.800 · 10−3

min 5.252 · 10−6 5.267 · 10−6 1.228 · 10−5 9.772 · 10−6

av 1.613 · 10−4 1.638 · 10−4 2.375 · 10−4 2.516 · 10−4

nx = 30
Error RB with ∆s RB with ∆w RB-DEIM with ∆s RB-DEIM with ∆w

max 9.730 · 10−4 6.166 · 10−4 9.712 · 10−4 6.164 · 10−4

min 1.253 · 10−6 1.135 · 10−6 1.338 · 10−6 1.393 · 10−6

av 1.713 · 10−4 7.536 · 10−5 1.707 · 10−4 7.905 · 10−5

nx = 40
Error RB with ∆s RB with ∆w RB-DEIM with ∆s RB-DEIM with ∆w

max 9.402 · 10−4 3.439 · 10−4 9.348 · 10−4 4.986 · 10−4

min 2.311 · 10−6 1.546 · 10−6 2.419 · 10−6 2.070 · 10−6

av 2.663 · 10−4 1.052 · 10−4 2.695 · 10−4 1.111 · 10−4

Table 4: Maximum, minimum and average H1-error between FE-solution and RB(-
DEIM) solution for different grids.
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nx FE [s] RB with ∆s RB with ∆w RB-DEIM with ∆s RB-DEIM with ∆w

20 0.1930 5.14 5 6.54 6.46
30 2.2806 16.09 13.38 23.21 19.18
40 13.8680 39.87 32.13 60.48 47.57

Table 5: Average computational times in seconds for FE and speed-up for RB and RB-
DEIM on test set for different grids.

For the RB-model we have already established that the approximation is sufficiently ac-
curate, especially when compared with the error between the FE-solution and the true
solution. Again we can see that for all grids and approximations the average error lies
below the RB-tolerance εtol = 10−3 and the maximum error lies in the region of 10−3.
Also we can see that the DEIM-approximation is close to the RB-approximation and the
additional error is small. Moreover the additional error decreases for finer grids. That
is because DEIM minimizes a residual over entries corresponding to grid points. (See
Algorithm 3 for details.) Note that e.g. for nx = 30 RB with ∆s has a larger average
error than RB with ∆w. That is because now we calculate the H1-norm error with the
basis generated with ∆s and ∆w and the basis from ∆w contains two more elements.
If we look at the computational times for ∆s we can see that the largest gain in compu-
tational time comes from RB and increases for finer grids. For nx = 20 RB with ∆s is
5.14 times as fast as FE and for nx = 40 already about 40 times as fast. This is what
we expect, because whilst the size of the FE-model increases, in the RB-model only the
max-term and the right-hand side increase. That is because we have to evaluate the
max-term on the FE-level and our right-hand side is not parameter separable. For the
details we refer to Chapter 3. The speed-up gained by RB-DEIM over RB also increases
slightly for finer grids. For nx = 20 we have a speed up of about 1.3 compared to RB and
for nx = 40 about 1.5.
This finishes the numerical results for our first example.

6.1.2 Example 2

The idea for the second example is to decouple the subregions A,B,C and D from the
first example with the help of a two dimensional parameter set P := {µ ∈ R2 : µmin,i ≤
µ ≤ µmax,i, i ∈ {1, 2}}. We will use c(µ) = 1, a(µ) = 8π2(µ1 +µ2), G = [0, 1]2. This gives{

−∆y + 8π2(µ1 + µ2) max{0, y} = f(µ1, µ2), in G,
y = 0, on ∂G.

(43)

The corresponding weak formulation is

〈∇y,∇ϕ〉L2(G;Rn) + 8π2(µ1 + µ2)〈max{0, y}, ϕ〉L2(G) = 〈f(µ1, µ2), ϕ〉H−1(G),H1
0 (G) ∀ϕ ∈ W.

(44)

Again we use

h : R2 → R, (x1, x2) 7→ sin2(2πx1) sin2(2πx2),

but this time we introduce

b1 : [µmin,1, µmax,1]→ R, µ1 7→ −1 + 2
µ1 − µmin,1

µmax,1 − µmin,1
,

b2 : [µmin,2, µmax,2]→ R, µ2 7→ 1− 2
µ2 − µmin,2

µmax,2 − µmin,2
.
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Figure 10: Functions b1 and b2 for µmin,1 = µmin,2 = 0 and µmax,1 = µmax,2 = 1.

The functions b1 and b2 are shown in Figure 10.

Then for µ ∈ P we define the function

y(µ) : G→ R, x 7→


0, x ∈ A ∪B,
b1(µ)h(x), x ∈ C,
b2(µ)h(x), x ∈ D.

Again it is easy to see, that y(µ) is in C2(G) and solves equation (43) for parameter µ,
when we use

f(µ) = −∆y(µ) + 8π2(µ1 + µ2) max{0, y(µ)} =
0, x ∈ A ∪B,
−b1(µ)∆h(x) + 8π2(µ1 + µ2) max{0, b1(µ)h(x)}, x ∈ C,
−b2(µ)∆h(x) + 8π2(µ1 + µ2) max{0, b2(µ)h(x)}, x ∈ D.

For more on the theory behind the example, we refer to the first example, because it
is essentially the same. The main difference is that now the solution on subregion B is
zero as well and that the subregions C and D can be controlled independently. We set
µmin,1 = µmin,2 = 0 and µmax,1 = µmax,2 = 1. Therefore a change of sign happens again
in an interval of length 1. The same length was used for the first example. This is shown
in Figure 11 for different parameter values.
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Figure 11: Solutions for µ1 = 0, µ2 = 0 (top left), µ1 = 0.5, µ2 = 0 (top right), µ1 =
1, µ2 = 0 (bottom left) and µ1 = 1, µ2 = 1 (bottom right).

RB

Again we start with an analysis of the eigenvalue decay as for the first example. We have
only plotted the first 30 eigenvalues of the POD-test so that it is easier to compare with
the first example. The result is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Eigenvalue decay for the 30 largest eigenvalues.

This time the eigenvalues decay slightly slower than in the first example, but still rapidly
and after 30 iterations a value below 10−12 is reached. Again this indicates that good RB-
approximability should be possible. This is also what we expect, because the example is
just a slightly changed and decoupled version of the first example.
This time the training set is generated from an equidistant grid with 10 points per di-
mension. This already gives a training set of size 100. This training set is exactly as fine
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as the one previously used in the sense that if we project onto one axis, the step size is
the same.
We proceed as previously and start with the analysis of the maximum, minimum and av-
erage H1-error between analytical and FE-solution for different grids on a test set Stest of
15 points per dimension. Here we have again excluded common points with the RB-basis
that we will generate later on. The results are shown in Table 6.

nx maximum error minimum error average error
20 1.921 · 10−1 1.932 · 10−2 1.133 · 10−1

30 8.777 · 10−2 8.877 · 10−3 5.210 · 10−2

40 4.990 · 10−2 5.049 · 10−3 2.964 · 10−2

Table 6: Maximum, minimum and average H1-norm error between analytical solution
and FE-solution for different grids.

We can see that the errors are slightly smaller than in the first example. Again the con-
vergence of the average error is approximately quadratically in H1-norm and thus better
than expected. Since the average error is about 10−2 and the minimum error even for
the finest grid still about 5 · 10−3 we use εtol = 10−3 again as tolerance for the RB-greedy
algorithm.

Now we come to the results of the RB-greedy for the different grids and compare both
error indicators. This results can be found in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: RB-greedy error for iterations and nx = 20 (top left), nx = 30 (top right)
and nx = 40 (bottom).
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The error estimator ∆w again lies over the true RB-error ∆s, mimics its behavior and is
sharp as well. But for the refinement from nx = 30 to nx = 40 still five basis functions
are necessary with ∆s.

Now we also compare the computational time necessary to generate the RB-basis with
the chosen error indicator. The results are listed in Table 7.

nx time ∆s [s] time ∆w [s]
20 40.94 38.23
30 327.60 123.98
40 1935.01 434.65

Table 7: Computational time for basis generation with ∆s and ∆w for different grids.

We can clearly see that the error estimator outperforms the true RB-error and the gap
increases for finer grids. This is what we expect, because compared to the first example
we use a two dimensional parameter set and thus a larger training set is necessary. Addi-
tionally the size of the RB-basis is smaller. Therefore the gain from the error estimator
increases.

Now we take a closer look at the order of the parameters for which FE-solutions are
added to the RB-basis. This is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Parameters chosen by the error indicators ∆s and ∆w for grids with nx = 20
(top left), nx = 30 (top right) and nx = 40 (bottom).
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Again both error indicators choose different parameters, but for different grids both always
choose the same parameters until the convergence tolerance is reached. Also parameters
are only chosen on the boundary of the parameter set. This means that in this case it is
easier to interpolate to the interior, than to extrapolate to the exterior. Also we can see
for nx = 20 that parameters cluster around µ1 = 1 and µ2 = 0.5. This is a regions where
a change of sign happens.

What is happening in this region can be seen better when we look at both error indi-
cators evaluated on the test set. This is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Error indicators ∆s and ∆w over test set Stest for nx = 20 (top left), nx = 30
(top right) and nx = 40 (bottom).

The interesting thing is, that the error clusters on the exterior of the test set at the regions
where a change of sign happens and when both subregions have a change of sign the error
is small. This already was to be expected from the parameters chosen in the RB-greedy.

Last but not least we compare the maximum and average of the error indicators for
different sizes of the RB-basis on the three grids. This is shown in Figure 7. We have
excluded the minimum error, because due to linear dependence between the RB-basis and
the test set it would be zero and “destroy” the scale of our plots.
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Figure 16: Decay of error indicators for different grids: nx = 20 (top left), nx = 30 (top
right) and nx = 40 (bottom).

The mimicing behavior of the error estimator is clearly visible and again both maximum
and average error lie below 10−3, which shows that the approximation is not only good
on the training set, but also on the test set.
We have also fixed nx = 30 and used training sets of 8, 10, 12 and 14 equidistant points
per dimension. As previously the number of basis functions was the same for all training
sets. Always five for the true RB-error ∆s and eight for the error estimator ∆w.

Befor we come to RB-DEIM, we fix nx = 30 and use 14 equidistant points per dimension
for the training set to test different tolerances εtol of the RB-greedy algorithm. The results
are listed in Table 8.

εtol # basis functions (∆s) # basis functions (∆w) time (∆s) time (∆w)
10−2 3 4 894.58 114.30
10−3 5 8 925.81 304.96
10−4 13 16 1412.93 1018.05
10−5 25 36 2585.03 4140.68

Table 8: Number of basis functions and computational time in seconds for both error
indicators and different RB-greedy tolerances εtol.

We can see that the number of necessary basis functions to meet the tolerance approxi-
mately doubles when the tolerance is divided by 10. Also for larger error tolerances the
error estimator ∆w outperforms the true RB-error ∆s by far. Then when the basis gets
larger, the true RB-error can use the FE-solutions which are stored anyways to gain on
the error estimators computational time. Also the error estimator has to compute more
and larger RB-basis and the corresponding errors.
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RB-DEIM

Now we turn our attention towards the RB-DEIM-model. As for the RB-model we first
perform a POD-test on the snapshot matrix E from Algorithm 3, i.e. on {max{0, y(µ)} :
µ ∈ SDEIM}. The results are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 17: Eigenvalue decay for the 30 largest eigenvalues of DEIM.

We can still see a fast eigenvalue decay, even if not as fast as for the FE-snapshots in
Figure 3. After 30 iterations we have reached a value below 10−6 and not 10−8 as for
DEIM in the first example. Therefore we will choose L = 50 for DEIM and 13 equidistant
points per dimension, which gives Ls = 169. But all in all again this gives hope for good
approximability of the nonlinearity.
We begin with a comparison of the DEIM-points, which is unfortunately as inconclusive
as before. But we think this is still worth being mentioned. The results are shown in
Figure 18.
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Figure 18: First 20 points chosen by DEIM for different grids: nx = 20 (top left),
nx = 30 (top right) and nx = 40 (bottom).
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Now we will focuse on a comparison of the maximum, minimum and average H1-error
for RB and RB-DEIM for bases generated with ∆s and ∆w as error indicator and the
average computational time on the test set. The error results are listed in Table 9 and
the computational times in Table 10.

nx = 20
Error RB with ∆s RB with ∆w RB-DEIM with ∆s RB-DEIM with ∆w

max 7.702 · 10−4 3.944 · 10−4 7.659 · 10−4 3.940 · 10−4

min 2.728 · 10−16 2.745 · 10−16 2.430 · 10−7 2.436 · 10−7

av 2.813 · 10−4 1.245 · 10−4 2.798 · 10−4 1.244 · 10−4

nx = 30
Error RB with ∆s RB with ∆w RB-DEIM with ∆s RB-DEIM with ∆w

max 7.884 · 10−4 3.460 · 10−4 7.819 · 10−4 3.466 · 10−4

min 3.541 · 10−16 7.263 · 10−16 1.633 · 10−7 1.968 · 10−7

av 2.993 · 10−4 9.948 · 10−5 2.982 · 10−4 9.979 · 10−5

nx = 40
Error RB with ∆s RB with ∆w RB-DEIM with ∆s RB-DEIM with ∆w

max 4.386 · 10−4 1.913 · 10−4 4.395 · 10−4 1.920 · 10−4

min 5.670 · 10−16 7.045 · 10−16 1.927 · 10−7 2.239 · 10−7

av 1.636 · 10−4 7.111 · 10−5 1.630 · 10−4 7.125 · 10−5

Table 9: Maximum, minimum and average H1-error between FE-solution and RB(-
DEIM) solution for different grids.

nx FE [s] RB with ∆s RB with ∆w RB-DEIM with ∆s RB-DEIM with ∆w

20 0.2242 7.62 5.80 7.00 5.60
30 3.0191 30.49 19.20 33.40 22.68
40 17.4429 61.57 43.87 73.26 54.01

Table 10: Average computational times in seconds for FE and speed-up for RB and
RB-DEIM on test set for different grids.

We can see that all maximum errors are below 10−3 and thus the approximation is good
not only on the training set of tolerance 10−3 but also on the test set. As mentioned
the test set contains parameters which result in solutions which are linear dependent to
the training set. This can be seen since the minimum error is about 10−15 for RB and
still about 10−7 for RB-DEIM. Besides this discrepancy for the minimum error RB and
RB-DEIM are very close together for all grids. This was not the case previously and
might come from the larger basis used in DEIM.

We can clearly see that the speed-up due to RB increases for finer grids, e.g. for ∆s

from about 8 to about 62 times as fast as FE. Also with the weak error estimator it takes
longer, since the RB-basis is larger. Also we can see that the RB-DEIM gains on RB
for finer grids. For nx = 20 it is even slower than RB, which might come from the large
DEIM basis, but for nx = 40 it is clearly faster than RB.

This finishes the numerics for the max-PDE and we will turn our attention towards
optimization problems as introduced in Chapter 5.
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6.2 Optimization Problem

6.2.1 Example 3

As third exampple we use a slight modification of (DOP) with data generated from the
strong version of the max-PDE:{

−∆y + 5π2 max{0, y} = Bµ in G,
y = 0 on ∂G,

(45)

in G = (0, 1)2. The factor 5π2 ensures that the max term acts as strong as the Laplacian
and the theory from Chapter 5 readily generalizes to this case. Now we basically follow
the same approach as for the previous examples, which allows us to compare with the
analytical solution. So we set

ȳ(x) := sin(πx1) sin(2πx2)

as optimal state and µ̄ = 1 as optimal parameter. Then we obtain

B = −∆ȳ + max{0, ȳ} = 5π2 sin(πx1) sin(2πx2) + 5π2 max{0, sin(πx1) sin(2πx2)}

and yd = ȳ, µd = µ̄. It is clear that ȳ solves the max-PDE (45) for this data and parame-
ter µ̄ = 1. We can also see that for any parameter µ > 0 the function µȳ is a solution to
equation (45) with parameter µ. We always start with κ = 1 and zero data in the active
set semi-smooth Newton method. This means that we should end up with a very small
reduced basis and without considering numerical errors (e.g. from the FE-discretization)
only one linearly independent snapshot for y.

Now we assemble, mass matrix, stiffness matrix and right-hand side (which we also denote
B). For the desired state yd we solve the FE-model to the max-PDE for parameter µ̄.
This ensures that we do not have the FE-error in the cost functional.

We choose the three different grids with nx = 20, 30, 40 as previously and the same
tolerances for the active set semismooth Newton method as for the semismooth Newton
method befor. First we compare the error between the FE-solution and the analytical
solution for the three different grids and different values of λ and σ. For y and p we
compare errors in H1-norm and for χ in L2-norm. The results are listed in Table 11.

We can see quadratic convergence for y in H1-norm for finer grids, which is more than we
expect. Also we can see, that p and χ are more or less unchanged for all cases. Since we
have generated the desired state from the FE-solution, we have right-hand side 0 for p in
equation (37b) and thus the FE-solution for p is 0 as well as the analytical solution. The
dual variable χ seems to be hard to approximate no matter what parameters are chosen.
We will see that this is a problem for RB as well. Also we can see that larger values of λ
result in a higher number of Newton iterations or no convergence at all. Different values
of σ have no influence. With values about 10−2 for the error of the state y, it is reasonable
to choose εtol = 10−4 for the RB-greedy tolerance.
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nx σ λ ‖y − yh‖H1(G) ‖p− ph‖H1(G) ‖χ− χh‖L2(G) # Newton iterations
20 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 7.066 · 10−2 7.384 · 10−18 6.612 · 10−1 5
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 3.071 · 10−2 1.481 · 10−17 6.758 · 10−1 5
40 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 1.706 · 10−2 2.018 · 10−17 6.843 · 10−1 6
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 100 - - - not conv.
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−1 3.071 · 10−2 1.499 · 10−17 6.758 · 10−1 8
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−2 3.071 · 10−2 3.458 · 10−17 6.758 · 10−1 6
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−3 3.071 · 10−2 1.321 · 10−17 6.758 · 10−1 5
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−5 3.071 · 10−2 2.169 · 10−17 6.758 · 10−1 5
30 1 · 100 1 · 10−4 3.071 · 10−2 3.824 · 10−17 6.758 · 10−1 5
30 1 · 10−3 1 · 10−4 3.071 · 10−2 2.148 · 10−17 6.758 · 10−1 5
30 1 · 10−6 1 · 10−4 3.071 · 10−2 1.849 · 10−17 6.758 · 10−1 5

Table 11: Errors between the analytical solution y and the FE-solution here denoted as
yh.

Now we do the same comparison between FE- and RB-solution. We start as mentioned
with κ = 1 and choose a training set generated from 30 equidistant points. The RB-basis
does not depend on the chosen values for σ and λ and has to be only generated three
times (once for each grid). We have listed the results in Table 12.

nx #Ψy,p
l #Ψχ

l ∆s
OP

20 3 2 8.269 · 10−15

30 3 2 2.226 · 10−14

40 3 2 2.241 · 10−14

Table 12: RB-basis for different grids.

As we can see both bases are really small and for Ψy,p
l there is only one element coming

from the FE-snapshots for y. This should mean that also the RB-optimality system gives
a solution, which is (up to numerical tolerance) exactly the FE-solution.
The results from the optimization for the previous settings are listed in Table 13 and
Table 14.

nx σ λ ‖y − yl‖H1(G) ‖p− pl‖H1(G) ‖χ− χl‖L2(G) speed-up
20 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 2.841 · 10−15 4.594 · 10−17 4.040 · 10−12 14.230
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 5.103 · 10−15 9.341 · 10−17 3.510 · 10−12 62.168
40 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 8.108 · 10−16 1.760 · 10−16 4.360 · 10−12 171.567
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 100 - - - 259.119
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−1 6.419 · 10−15 1.422 · 10−15 1.061 · 10−15 75.604
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−2 5.231 · 10−15 9.929 · 10−17 2.801 · 10−14 67.248
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−3 5.121 · 10−15 1.028 · 10−16 2.586 · 10−13 55.007
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−5 5.326 · 10−15 1.059 · 10−16 1.999 · 10−11 56.031
30 1 · 100 1 · 10−4 9.379 · 10−15 2.279 · 10−16 1.907 · 10−12 55.023
30 1 · 10−3 1 · 10−4 5.331 · 10−15 1.059 · 10−16 2.904 · 10−13 56.855
30 1 · 10−6 1 · 10−4 5.228 · 10−15 9.720 · 10−17 5.850 · 10−12 54.981

Table 13: Errors and speed-up between the FE-solution y and the RB-solution yl.
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nx σ λ max
k
‖µk − µd‖Rp # Newton iterations

20 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 0.538 5
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 0.538 5
40 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 0.537 5
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 100 0.538 7
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−1 0.538 6
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−2 0.538 5
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−3 0.538 5
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−5 0.538 5
30 1 · 100 1 · 10−4 0.364 5
30 1 · 10−3 1 · 10−4 0.538 5
30 1 · 10−6 1 · 10−4 0.538 5

Table 14: Number of iterations and maximum parameter value for RB.

As we can see in Table 13 independent of the chosen parameters the FE- and RB-solution
are the same (up to numerical tolerances). Also the speed up through RB increases for
finer grids and larger values of λ. For the coarsest grid, RB is only about 14 times as fast
as FE and for the finest grid already about 170 times as fast. We have also calculated
the speed-up based on the computational time it takes to reach the maximum number of
iterations for the Newton method, if the problem does not converge. In Table 14 we can
see that RB needs fewer iterations for λ = 10−1 and λ = 10−2 and can still converge for
λ = 100. Also we can see that the optimization never leaves the area of RB-approximation
Pκ and the maximum distance to µd is (except for one case) always the same.

We have kept this example short on purpose, because of the small size of the RB-basis
and the high quality of the numerical results, it is not meaningful to go into detail any
further on e.g. convergence behavior of the RB-greedy. This example has shown, that in
presence of a very low dimensional space and linear dependence, RB can identify this and
can be used to solve an optimization problem efficiently. Also one RB-basis can be used
to solve the optimization problem for different values of σ and λ. In the next example we
will go more into detail on RB.

6.2.2 Example 4

This time we use a two dimensional parameter set P := {µ ∈ R2 : µmin,i ≤ µi ≤ µmax,i, i =
1, 2}. Again we use a factor in front of the max-term. Then the strong version of the
max-PDE reads as {

−∆y + 10 max{0, y} = Bµ in G,
y = 0 on ∂G,

(46)

in G = (0, 1)2. We can rewrite Bµ = B1µ1 +B2µ2 with

B1µ1 =

{
10x1x2, x1 ≤ 0.5,

0, else,

and

B2µ2 =

{
0, x1 ≤ 0.5,

10x2
1x

2
2, else.
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We also use µd =

(
0
0

)
and yd(x) = (1

2
−x1) sin(πx1) sin(πx2). With this data we assemble

mass matrix, stiffness matrix and right-hand side (also denoted B). This time the desired
state is generated as the (piecewise linear) interpolation on the grid. With this we can
generate (DOP). We will always start with κ = 5 for the optimization. This will turn out
to be sufficiently large and we can focus on the analysis of the FE- and RB-problem.

This time we do not know the analytical solution and directly start with the RB-greedy
for the three different grids. We have used a training set with 10 equidistant points per
dimension and a tolerance of εtol = 10−4. The three RB-bases for the different grids and
the corresponding values of the error indicator ∆s

OP are listed in Table 15.

nx #Ψy,p
l #Ψχ

l ∆s
OP

20 72 36 3.796 · 10−5

30 76 38 3.107 · 10−5

40 76 38 2.426 · 10−5

Table 15: RB-basis for different grids.

We can see that the bases are large compared to the previous examples and slightly
increase in size for finer grids. As we will see later, the fact that we have reached the
RB-greedy tolerance, does not necessarily lead to good results. Now lets take a look at
the parameters chosen by the RB-greedy. This is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Parameters chosen by the RB-greedy with error indicator ∆s
OP .
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We can see that the order of the parameters differ, but the overall chosen parameters
are the same for all grids. Except that for nx = 20 there are fewer iterations. Also it is
interesting, that the chosen points cluster in the bottom right and top left corner of the
parameter domain.
Now we come to the convergence behavior of the error estimator, which we want to com-
pare with the H1-errors for y and p and the L2-error for χ on the training set. This is
shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: RB-greedy error for iterations and nx = 20 (top left), nx = 30 (top right)
and nx = 40 (bottom).

Here we can see the problem with the dual variable χ. Whilst both y and p converge
rapidly, χ stagnates and only falls below the tolerance, after only linear dependent snap-
shots are left. This problem still occures for larger training sets or if one enriches the
basis Ψχ

l with y and p snapshots. But nontheless we will continue our comparison and
come to the results of the optimization.
We will do the same comparison between FE- and RB-solution as for the first example.
We start as mentioned with κ = 5. The results are listed in Table 16 and Table 17.
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nx σ λ ‖y − yl‖H1(G) ‖p− pl‖H1(G) ‖χ− χl‖L2(G) speed up
20 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 2.409 · 10−5 9.811 · 10−6 4.418 · 10−13 2.086
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 3.615 · 10−5 1.242 · 10−5 4.808 · 10−2 4.799
40 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 - - - 34.827
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 100 - - - 5.431
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−1 - - - 5.342
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−2 - - - 5.222
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−3 3.583 · 10−5 1.250 · 10−5 4.809 · 10−2 1.761
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−5 3.615 · 10−5 1.242 · 10−5 4.808 · 10−2 4.532
30 1 · 10−1 1 · 10−4 - - - 5.118
30 1 · 10−2 1 · 10−4 3.216 · 10−6 8.881 · 10−6 3.389 · 10−2 3.992
30 1 · 10−3 1 · 10−4 5.778 · 10−5 9.245 · 10−6 4.809 · 10−2 2.900
30 1 · 10−5 1 · 10−4 8.482 · 10−5 1.710 · 10−5 6.039 · 10−2 4.514

Table 16: Errors and speed-up between the FE-solution y and the RB-solution yl.

nx σ λ # Newton iterations FE # Newton iterations RB
20 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 5 5
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 5 5
40 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 not conv. 8
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 100 not conv. not conv.
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−1 not conv. not conv.
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−2 not conv. not conv.
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−3 7 20
30 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−5 5 5
30 1 · 10−1 1 · 10−4 not conv. not conv.
30 1 · 10−2 1 · 10−4 10 13
30 1 · 10−3 1 · 10−4 6 10
30 1 · 10−5 1 · 10−4 5 5

Table 17: Number of iterations for FE and RB.

In Table 17 we can see that now smaller values of λ and σ compared to the first example
are necesary to ensure convergence. Also in most cases FE needs fewer iterations than
RB. This could come from the fact, that in the RB-approximation χ is not approximated
well. We can also see that convergence behavior improves for smaller values of σ and λ.
Table 16 again show that the speed up increases for finer grids. Also the L2 error on χ is
always large with about 10−2 except for the case nx = 20, which seems to be just lucky.
Also 10−2 is approximately the tolerance reached in the RB-greedy befor the remaining
snapshots for χ become linear dependent. The other errors are small and far below the
tolerance.

Finally we want to analyse the behavior of the optimal solution for different values of
σ. This is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: Desired state (top left) and optimal solutions for different values: σ = 10−2

(top right), σ = 10−3 (middle left), σ = 10−4 (middle right) and σ = 10−5

(bottom).

One can clearly see that for smaller values of the regularization parameter σ, the opti-
mization tries to stir the solution closer to the desired state.
This example shows that the approximation of the dual variable χ can be problematic
and that even if χ is not approximated well, the results for the optimal state are good.
With this we finish the numerical examples.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis we introduce RB for the max-PDE and give the necessary theoretical back-
ground as well as numerical results. Additionally we treat – mostly from a numerical
point of view – optimization problems with RB.
First we show well-posedness of the max-PDE in its weak form and prove Lipschitz-
continuity of the solution operator as well as compactness with respect to the L2-topology.
This results gives hope for good RB-approximability from a theoretical point of view. Sub-
sequently we are able to introduce RB for the max-PDE and show the properties that
one usually expects. I.e. convergence of the RB-greedy-method, error estimates based on
the Lipschitz-continuity of the solution operator, existence of a posteriori error estimators
and boundedness of the condition number for the Newton matrix in the nonlinear system.
This approach could easily be generalized to e.g. PDEs which can be represented as sum
of a (nonlinear) monotone operator and a (linear) coercive operator. An example would
be to use max{0, y3} instead of max{0, y} in the max-PDE.
The nonlinear system is obtained by an ansatz with piecewise linear Finite Elements and
mass lumping. A non-smooth Newton method is introduced to solve the system. The nec-
essary assumptions for this method are satisfied, which is shown with the help of piecewise
differentiability of the maximum function. This also gives locally quadratic convergence
of the method.
It is also possible to formulate a semismooth Newton method in an abstract function
space setting, as e.g. done in [23]. In [21] the case of semilinear operators is studied and
it is shown that for a problem similar to the operator valued formulation of equation (1),
one obtaines locally quadratic convergence of the semismooth Newton method in suitable
function spaces. Since the focus is mainly on RB-methods, which are based on a finite
dimensional FE-model, this approach is not pursued. One might use it to analyze the
optimization problem presented in Chapter 5, but the problem is that we needed to apply
an active set strategy. This means that the standard convergence analysis as e.g. pre-
sented in [21] does not work anymore.
Additionally DEIM is introduced to deal with the nonlinearity by means of approxima-
tion.
Afterwards optimization problems similar to the ones treated in [3] are introduced and
optimality conditions stated. An active set semismooth Newton method is introduced
to solve the optimality system on a FE-level. Afterwards this method is adopted to the
RB-approximation of the system. Here no theoretical analysis for the RB-approach is
performed. This could be a topic for further research. Additionally one could analyze
optimization problems where the parameter µ is not an optimization variable, but the
optimization problem has to be solved for different parameter values. Also a combination
is possible, meaning that some parameters are also optimization variables and some are
not.
Finally the numerical examples show that RB is suitable to solve the max-PDE more
efficiently. Especially due to the non-smoothness of the max-PDE this is a very promising
result. Of course one could consider further examples to substantiate this claim.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Appendix A: Mass Lumping

Lemma 8.1. Let G be a Lipschitz domain in Rn, ∆(G) be a n-simplicial grid on G,
V h = span{ϕ1, . . . , ϕN} be the FE space generated by first order Lagrange elements and
let ρ > 0 be a constant mass density function and M the mass matrix. Then via

ρ̃(·) :=
∑

τ∈∆(G)

∑
xk∈V(τ)

ρ

n+ 1
|τ |δxk(·)

a redistribution of the mass of G that conserves the total mass of the object is defined.
Here V(τ) denotes the vertices belonging to τ .
Also the mass matrix M̃ is diagonal with

M̃ij =


N∑
k=1

Mik, i = j,

0, else.
(47)

Proof. Let ∆(G) be a given n-simplicial grid for G and let V (τ) denote the set of vertices
of simplex τ ∈ ∆(G) and V (∆(G)) denote the set of vertices of the grid. For each simplex
the redistribution

ρ̃(·) :=
∑

τ∈∆(G)

∑
xk∈V(τ)

ρ

n+ 1
|τ |δxk(·)

uniformly moves the mass ρ|τ | of a simplex τ to its n+1 vertices. If we show that equation
(47) holds, the conservation property follows automatically.
For i ∈ {1, . . . , N} we reformulate the sum on the right-hand side of equation (47). We
use the fact that G =

⋃̇
τ∈∆(G)τ (where we have ignored null sets for the disjointness

property) and that the first order Lagrange elements (ϕi)
N
i=1 are a partition of unity. This

gives

N∑
k=1

Mik =
N∑
k=1

∫
G

ρϕiϕkdλ

=
N∑
k=1

∑
τ∈∆(G)

∫
τ

ρϕiϕkdλ

=
∑

τ∈∆(G)

ρ

∫
τ

ϕi

N∑
k=1

ϕk︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1

dλ

=
∑

τ∈∆(G):xi∈V (τ)

ρ

∫
τ

ϕidλ.

In the last line we have used that supp(ϕi) ∩ τ 6= ∅ if and only if xi ∈ V (τ), where xi is
the unique vertice with ϕi(xi) = 1.
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Now we reformulate the left-hand side as well. We have

M̃ij =

∫
G

ϕiϕj ρ̃dλ

=

∫
G

ϕiϕj
∑

τ∈∆(G)

∑
xk∈V (τ)

ρ

n+ 1
|τ |δxk(x)dλ

=
∑

xl∈V (∆(G))

∑
τ∈∆(G)

∑
xk∈V (τ)

ϕi(xl)ϕj(xl)︸ ︷︷ ︸
δilδjl

ρ

n+ 1
|τ | δxk(xl)︸ ︷︷ ︸

δkl

=


∑

xl∈V (∆(G))

∑
τ∈∆(G)

∑
xk∈V (τ)

δil
ρ

n+1
|τ |δkl, i = j

0, i 6= j

=


∑

τ∈∆(G)

∑
xk∈V (τ)

ρ
n+1
|τ |δik, i = j

0, i 6= j

=


∑

τ∈∆(G):xi∈V (τ)

ρ
n+1
|τ |, i = j

0, i 6= j
.

Thus we have to show that for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and τ ∈ ∆(G) such that xi ∈ V (τ)∫
τ

ϕidλ =
1

n+ 1
|τ |

holds.

Now the idea is to transform the problem back to the n-dimensional standard sim-
plex which we denote τn0 . Therefore we fix a simplex τ and define the transformation
T : τn0 → τ , x 7→ ω + Ax, with ω ∈ V (τ) fixed and A = diag(a1 − ω, . . . , an − ω), where
a1, . . . an are the remaining corners of τ . Then T maps the standard simplex τn0 to the
simplex τ . We refer to [7], Lemma 3.13 for the proof.
Now we will use a transformation theorem (see [6], Theorem 13.43) to show that the
volume of τ is exactly 1

n!
| det(A)|, where |τn0 | = n! is the volume of the n-dimensional

standard simplex τ0. This is done by means of induction:

n = 1: For τ = [a0, a1] we have ω = a0, A = a1 − ω and | det(A)| = a1 − ω, since
a1 > ω. This gives

|τ | =
a1∫
a0

1dλ = a1 − a0 = | det(A)| = 1

n!
| det(A)|.

n→ n+ 1: Let τ be a n+ 1-dimensional simplex. By assumption we know that

|τn0 | =
1∫

0

. . .

1−
n∑
j=2

λj∫
0

1dλn+1 . . . dλ2
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and therefore

|Ã(λ1)τn0 | =
1−λ1∫
0

. . .

1−
n∑
j=1

λj∫
0

1dλn+1 . . . dλ2,

with the transformation matrix Ã(λ1) := diag(1− λ1, . . . , 1− λ1) for λ1 ∈ R. We will use
this property in the following calculations (marked with ?).

|τ | =
∫
τ

1dλ =

∫
τn+1
0

| det(A)|dλ

= | det(A)|
∫

τn+1
0

1dλ =

1∫
0

1−λ1∫
0

. . .

1−
n∑
j=1

λj∫
0

1dλn+1 . . . dλ1

?
= | det(A)|

1∫
0

|Ã(λ1)τn0 |dλ1

?
= | det(A)|

1∫
0

1

n!
(1− λ1)ndλ1

=
| det(A)|

n!

1

n+ 1
= | det(A)| 1

(n+ 1)!

Therefore we have shown that

|τ | = | det(A)| 1

(n+ 1)!
. (48)

Hence we get that if we assume without loss of generality that T (e1) = xi for i ∈
{1, . . . , N} we can use property (?) for the n− 1-dimensional standard simplex , equation
(48) and integration by parts to obtain∫

τ

ϕi(λ)dλ =

∫
τ0

ϕi(T (λ))| det(A)|dλ = | det(A)|
∫
τ0

λ1dλ

= | det(A)|
1∫

0

λ1

1−λ1∫
0

. . .

1−
n−1∑
j=1

λj∫
0

1dλn . . . dλ1

= | det(A)|
1∫

0

λ1|Ã(λ1)τn−1
0 |dλ1 = | det(A)|

1∫
0

λ1(1− λ1)n−1 1

(n− 1)!
dλ1

= | det(A)|

[−λ1(1− λ1)n
1

n!

]1

0

+

1∫
0

1

n!
(1− λ1)ndλ1


= | det(A)| 1

(n+ 1)!
= |τ | 1

n+ 1
.

This finishes the proof.
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8.2 Appendix B: Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

In this work we need POD for two reasons. First of all we need it in the DEIM-procedure
and second we use it in the numerics for a POD-test. So lets assume that we have a
snapshot matrix E = [E1, . . . , EL] ∈ RN×L at hand, e.g. the columns of E could be
FE-snapshots of the max-PDE for different parameter values.
We calculate the solution of

min
ψ1,...,ψl∈RN

L∑
j=1

‖Ej −
l∑

i=1

〈Ej, ψi〉Wψi‖2
W

s.t. 〈ψi, ψj〉W = δij, i, j = 1, . . . , l

with e.g. W = M (mass matrix) or W = S (stiffness matrix) and δij the Kronecker delta.
Then {ψ1, . . . , ψl} is the POD-basis of rank l for E. The solution to this problem can
be characterized as an eigenvalue problem. Also it is closely related to the singular value
decomposition, which might be used to solve it. For the theoretical background, as well
as error estimates for POD we refer to e.g. [10], [22] and the references therein.
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